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The Honorable Carroll A. Campbell
Govemor of South Carclina
State House
Post Office Box 11369
Columbia, South Carolina 29211
Dear Govemor Campbell:
I am pleased to submit the Annrhal Report of the Board of Corrections and the Commissioner
of the South Carolina Department of Corrections for the period July 1, 1990, to June 30,
1991.
As I begin my fifth year as Commissioner, it is a privilege to report to you that ttre level of
professionalism at the Department of Corrections is outstanding, and the morale among the
workforce is high. This Annual Report reflects the dedicated and conscientious effortmade
on behalf of the people of South Carolina by the 5,914 employees of the Deparrnent of
Corrections during the past fiscal year. The Department, within the resources provided,
successfully met the challenge to accommodate an ever increasing prison population and
complywithstatutoryandjudicialstandardsforamodemprisonsystem. Iamconfidentthat,
in the year ahead, both the employees and the leadership of the Deparment will be equal to
these continuing tasks and the new challenges which face us.
The Annual Report contains information on the Department's statutory authority, history,
conectional institutions, personnel, programs, and the inmate population (including exten-
sive statistical data.) We hope the Report will be informative and useful to you, to Members
of the General Assembly, and to others who require information about South Carolina's
prison operations.
Very truly yours,
,%rM-
Parker Evatt
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South Carolina State Board of Corrections
In 1960, the General Assembly established a State Board of Conections (to replace the Board
ofDirectorsofthePenitentiary)andchargedthemwithgoverningtheDepartmentofConections. The
Board is composed of seven members, six of whom are appointed by the Governor, one from each of
the congressional districts of the State, upon the advice and consent of the Senate. The Governor is
ex officio a member of the Board. Appointments by the Governor are for a term of six years, and the
terms are staggered to promote continuity. (Reference: 24-l-40, Code of Laws of South Carolina,
r9'76.)
On June 30, 1991, the following distinguished citizens were serving on the Board of
Corrections, with a total of 58 years of experience and service to the people of South Carolina in this
capacity.
Congressional
District Name
Date of Initial
Residence Appointment
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Vacant
Norman Kirkland, Vice Chairman
Goetz B. Eaton, Chairman
Milton Smith
C. Lock McKinnon, Secretary
Robert Harrelson
Bamberg
Anderson
Spartanburg
Lancaster
Mullins
1962
1981
1989
1987
1990
Ex officio Governor Carroll A. Campbell
Effective July l, 1990, Robert M. Hanelson became the newest member of the Board of
Corrections replacing Eugene N. Ziegler. The Board holds a regular meeting on the second
Tuesday in each month, and special meetings may be called as necessary. The public and news
media may attend regular meetings of the Board.
Pursuant to law, the Board employs a general Commissioner of the prison system who carries
out the policy of the Board and has the authority to manage the affairs of the prison system.
The Commissioner
Parker Evatt was appointed Commissioner of the South Carolina Department of Correc-
tions, effective Septembcr 1, 1987. Mr. Evatt is very familiar with the correcrions field. He served
from 1966 to 1987 as Executive Dhector of the Alston Wilkes Society, an organization dedicated to
hclping former prison inmates and their families establish new lives. During his 13 years as a member
of the South Carolina House of Representatives, Mr. Evatt worked tirelessly for the betterment of the
State's corrections system through provision of sufficient funding and appropriate legislation to deal
with overcrowding, alternatives to prison sentences, and enabling legislation for various prison
programs and services. In addition to a bachelor's degree from the University of South Carolina, Mr.
Evatt eamed his master's in Criminal Justice from USC's College of Criminal Justice.
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Mission Statement
It is the mission of the South Carolina Department of Corrections to:
Protect the public by maintaining those persons remanded to its custody, in the least resEictive,
most cost-effective environment consistent with public safety.
Provide humane supervision and conditions of confinement in accordance with the South
Carolina Departrnent of Corrections' constitutional and statutory mandates and with the
American Correctional Association's S tandards.
hovide programs and services which are intended to enhance the community re-integration, the
emotional stability, and the economic self-sufficiency of those persons placed under the
jurisdiction of the South Carolina Department of Corrections.
Promote efficiency and cost-effectiveness in correctional operations and administer all aspects
of the Department in a fair and equitable manner, while providing for the safety and general
welfare of employees and inmates.
Comply with legislative, judicial, and executive directives at all times, and ensure that the
constitutional rights of those under custdy or control of the South Carolina Department of
Conections are maintained.
Develop goals, objectives, and plans that implement the mission of the Sourh Carolina
Departrnent of Corrections and review them annually.
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SCDC Vision and Values
OUR VISION
To be the best Corrections Agency in the nation providing a balance of services to both the public
and the offenders.
OUR VALUES
Professionalism
We are committed to excellent pcrformance in every aspect of our work. As primary goals, we pursue
efficiency and effectiveness in our services and quality in our work, recognizing the essential role of
two-way communication in the successful achievement. of these goals.
Respect for the Individual
We uphold the dignity of each individual and recognize that ttle success of the organization is
dependent upon the combined efforts and contributions of each person. We are committed to ensuring
that everyone is treated with courtesy, understanding, and respect.
Ethical Behavior
We expect honesty, integrity, and moral behavior as essential parts of our performance, both on and
off the job. We recognize that our effectiveness is directly dependent upon the trust which we earn
through ethical behavior.
Openness to Change
We accept change as a positive force. We view our daily working environment as one which not only
accepts, but requires, informed risk taking and change. We adapt not only to changing technologies
and opportunities, but also to the changing needs of those we serve.
A Safe and Positive Environment
We are committed to providing a safe and positive environment. We affirm ttre right of each individual
to a clear sense of Agency direction, proper recognition for accomplisments, and encouragement with
opporLunity for personal and professional dcvelopment.
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Historical Perspective
Gatervay to the 2lst Century
The journey through the last decade of the 20th century promises to be more challenging to
the Department of Corrections than any definable period in the last I24 years. On June 29, 1991, the
inmate jurisdictional population was at an all-time high (18,778) as was the number of inmates in cor-
rections'facilities(16,501). Despiteprojectionsthattheinmatepopulationmayreach23,T0linl995,
the Department's need for $105 million in the current bond to build new prisons was not acted upon
by the General Assembly.
The modern era of corrections in South Carolina began in 1960 when the General Assembly
established the Depadment of Corrections "to implement and carry out the policy of the State with
respect to its prison system." The State Board of Corrections was established and empowered to
employ a Commissioner of the prison system, "who shall possess qualifications and training which
suit him to manage the affairs of a modern penal institution." That anticipated model penal system
has come a long way in the last three decades. Changes since 1960 have far surpassed the corrections
evolution experienced in the preceding 100 years.
The General Assembly, in 1866, recognized the unsuitable conditions prevailing under
county supervision of convicts. Conrol of convicted and sentenced felons was transferred to the state,
and the State Penitentiary was established. For almost 100 years, the State continued to experiment
- as other states were doing - with various corrections programs. Work, for example, was considered
to be of a beneficial nature. It could help defray the cost of prison operations, keep inmates busy and
out of trouble, and perhaps even teach them a trade which would stand them in good stead when their
sentences were finished. Education was also looked upon favorably at times and programs were begun
(and later terminated) to educate prisoners. Religious instruction was also authorized. Separate
facilities for young boys, young girls, women, and physically and mentally ill inmates were
established.
As the decades rolled on, the forty-six counties throughout the state faced a need for labor for
building and maintaining roads. The General Assembly frequently passed laws to accommodate the
counties, andcounty supervisors had full authority to choose eithertoretain convicts forroad construc-
tion or to transfer them to the State. By 1930, the local prison system, or what is more commonly
known as the "chain gang," was in full swing, coexisting with the state system which was represented
by the state Penitentiary. As in most other aspects of South Carolina life, county prison conditions
depended heavily on the wealth of the county, and the skills and knowledge of county officials.
Inevitably, unequal conditions resulted, and there was no uniformity in keeping abreast of changing
correctional philosophy. Even with the establishment of the Department of Corrections in 1960, the
dual-system of State and county prisons continued. Such critical problems as adequate planning and
programming, efficient. resource utilization and equitable disribution of rehabilitative services were
not comprehensively addressed.
An Adult Corrections Study, completed in May 1973,by the Office of Criminal Justice
Programs in the Governor's Office, gave major impetus to coming to grips with South Carolina's
corrections problems. The first major step was the closure of county prison operations. Legislation
in 1974 gave the State jurisdiction over all adult offenders with sentences exceeding 90 days, and
counties were required to transfer any such prisoners in their facilities to the State for custody. Along
with the prisoners, some county prison facilities were transferrcd to the Statc; however, many of these
proved unsatisfactory for long-term use. Assumption of the custody responsibility for county
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prisoners andthe closing of many localprison systems worsencd the over-crowdcdconditions in State
facilities. The Dcpartmcnt of Corrections began to plan for the regionalization of SCDC operations.
In l974,two Regional Correctional Administrators were appointed and plans proposed for a number
ofrcgional,community-based facilities. The 1977 ComprehensiveGrowth and Capital Improvements
Plan laid ttregroundworkforthereality which existedin thelate 1980s: threecorrectionalregions,each
with a number of community-based prisons and work centers assigned to them for administrative and
opcrational oversight. (These are described in other parts of this Annual Report.)
Overcrorvding - A Way of Life
The movement to regionalization was a difficult one for many reasons, not the least of which
was the unprecedented increase in crime in South Carolina, as elsewhere in the nation. Fiscal year 1975
was a key year; when it ended there was a 53 percent increase in the number of prisoners held in State
institurions (5,658, up from 3,693 at the end of June1974). The increased crime rate, the transfer of
county-held inmates to the State, and the legislative mandate for alllong-term (over90 days) prisoners
to be under SCDC jurisdiction, literally pushed the State system to the breaking point. The population
in State institutions has increased every year since 1968 (as reflected in Tables 4 and 5 in this report.)
hisonovercrowding, orinsufficientbedspaces to accommodate the incarcerated population,
became a "way-of-life" problem for the Department of Corrections, and, in effect, for the State of
South Carolina. The problem existed even when the county-state dual prison system was in vogue.
(The overcrowding problem is not unique to the Palmetto State, as the federal prison system and other
states have experienced the same escalation in the growth of prisoners.)
Alternative Programs and Harsher Penalties
Several early release programs were developed in the late '70s and early '80s in an effort to
rcduce the prison overcrowding problem. An Extended Work Release Program authorized by the
legislature in 19'l.7 allows qualified offenders to live and work in the community under intensive
supcrvision during the final phase of their sentcnces. A year later the Litter Control Act established
an Earned Work Credit Program as a means of reducing the amount of time that had to be served by
inmates engaged in productive work while in prison. In 1980, two "good-time" measures were
consolidated and additional time off a sentence was allowed for inmates with clear disciplinary records
while in prison.
In 1981, legislation creating an independent correctional school district for SCDC inmates
was signed into law. The long-range goals were increased state funding on a per pupil basis (realized
in fiscal year 1985), and enhancement of the quality and scope of educational services to inmates
through improved standards and accreditation.
The year 1982 saw implementation of the Community Corrections Act which established the
Supcrvised Furlough Program (permits carefully screened inmates to live and work in local commu-
nities under supervision), and reduced thc time to be served bcfore parole eligibility for non-violent
offcnders from one-third of the sentence to one-fourth. A year later, the Prison Overcrowding Powers
Act authorized thc Governor to dcclare a state of emcrgency whcn certain conditions of overcrowding
existed and to ordcr the sentences of qualified offendcrs reduced to effect the immediatc rclease of
some prisoners. Subscquent amendments to this Act, principally in the Omnibus Criminal Justice
Improvement Act of 1986, changed the procedure to allow the release of a set. number of prisoners,
rather than advance the release date of all eligible prisoners.
The 1980s alsobrought increasedpublic concern for the rights of victims ofcrime.In the mid-
eighties, theGcneralAssembly respondedbypassing laws whichlevied harsherpenalties(particularly
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for repeat offenders or those who committed violent crimes), limiting parole eligibility for repeat and
violent offenders, increasing the minimum sentence for certain crimes. Offenders convicted of
burglary and murder were paflicularly singled out.
The Omnibus Criminal Justice Improvement Act revised several early release provisions.
Eligibility for parole, supervised furlough and earned work credits programs were made more
restrictive. An "enhancement" measure was added to the Code of Laws whereby anyone convicted
of a violent crime who was in possession of a firearm or knife has an additional hve years added to
his sentence. This "flat time" has to be served without reduction of any sort.
The Act offered a weapon to reduce long-term incarceration prospects for some offenders.
A ninety-day shock probation program was instituted for first-time youthful offenders, as
werc restitution centers. These programs came on-line during fiscal year 1987-88, with the Depart-
ment. of Corrections operating a 96 bed unit for male probationers and a 24 bed unit for female
probationers.
(Two 96-bed restitution centers were being managed by the Department in Columbia and
Spartanburg for the Department of Probation, Parole and Community Services as fiscal year 1989-90
camc to a close.)
Legislative changes in June, 1990, changed "shock probation" to "shock incarceration," and
gave the Department of Corrccl.ions a major role in the selection of offenders to enter the programs
being conductcd at Wateree River Correctional Institution for males and the Women's Correctional
Ccntcr for fcmalcs. The Department will screen incoming inmates and assign willing offenders to the
program, and will also evaluate potential participants on behalf of circuit court judges. On March 18,
1991, the Departmcnt doubled the capacity of the male shock incarceration unit at Wateree to
accommodate a total of 192 inmates.
As can be seen from the foregoing, the modern era has been a mixture ol prison overcrowd-
ing, early release programs and mechanisms, increased crime rates in certain offenses, a tougher
attil.ude toward criminals from the public and the legislature, and increased admissions and longer
times served. The net effect has been an exacerbation of the prison overcrowding problem, despite
major steps to alleviate it.
Managing Change
The Department has opened nine new prisons since 1980, and four were under construction
as fiscal year 1990-91 ended. One of these, a ncw women's prison at Greenwood, S.C., was originally
schcdulcd to opcn in April 199 I , but a combination of weatler and construction problems postponcd
thc opcning datc until Scptcmbcr. Unavoidablc dclays wcre also bcing cxpcricnccd with l.he othcr thrce
major projccts and cstimatcd opcning datcs are at year-cnd: May-Junc 1993.
The prcssure on the Dcpartment to be prepared to handle an evcn larger number of inmates
Lhan these four projccts would accommodate necessitated somc bold recommendations to the Gover-
nor and Gencral Asscmbly. Working in cooperation with the Department of Probation, Parole and
Pardon Scrvices, the DcparLmcntproposedan AdultCriminal Offender Management System designed
to control the capacity of the state's adult prisons.
The OMS would divert from prison to alternative sanctions carefully selected non-violent
inmatcs to keep the number of prisoners consistent with the Department's available beds. These highly
supcrvised programs would include house arrest, restitution centers, day reporting centers, public
scrvice work and substance abuse centers.
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Upon enactment. and full funding, the OMS would reduce both prison construction and escalating
operating costs. By preventing the prison system population from exceeding one hundred percent of
capacity at high count, the Department also sought to preclude federal intervention in state prison man-
agement on the basis of overcrowding. At year-end, the South Carolina Senate had adopted the OMS
legislation but the matter was held up in the House of Representatives.
In addirion to the OMS, the 1991 Bond Bill was not adopted prior to the end of the legislative
session in June. Speculation ensued that the Govemor would call the General Assembly back into
session to adopt ethics legislation and that the bond bill might be considered also. The $275 million
(for all state agencies) bill would provide approximately $105 million for the Department of
Corrections. This is less than one-foufl.h of the $466 million originally requested by the Department
fornew prison construction and upgrading of existing facilities before 1995. The adoption of the OMS
would certainly reduce future SCDC capital and operating costs.
The Department's plans to construct housing units for counties to hold short-term prisoners,
both convicted and awaiting trial, by adopting the department's 96-bed prototypical facility and using
inmate labor was on hold as the year ended. Efforts were underway to resolve conflics between the
authorizing legislation and otier parts of the South Carolina Code of Laws.
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Directory of Key Administrators
(As announced through June 30, 1991)
(*Change from last Annual Report)
Headquarters
Executive Assistant for lrgislative Affairs............... ..Sterling W. Beckman
Executive Assistant........... ......................Sandra S. Jeffcoat
Office of General Counse1............. .............tarry C. Batson
Executive Assistant, Legal Serrlements & Compliance ................Laurie A. Osler
Director, Division of Managemenr Services............ 
...........Ra11ie M. Seigler
Director, Division of Public Affairs............... ...............Robyn Zimmerman*
Director, Division of Audits, Inspections and Inmate Affairs............... ..Blake E. Taylor, Jr.
Deputy Commissioner for Administration.. 
..........Huben M. Clements
Administrative Services Manager............ 
.Connie M. Riley
Director, Division of Resource & Information Management..... ...............Lorraine T. Fowler
Director, Division of Personnel Administration.. ...............Sam D. O'Kellev
Director, Division of Indusrries..... 
......................Tonv Ellis
Director, Division of Support Services............ ...........Francis X. A."f,iUata*
Director, Division of Training & Sraff Developmenr.................. .....................Lew Jemigan*
Director, Division of Budger & Planning....... 
....Glen Franz
Deputy Commissioner for Operations........ ...............Wi11iam D. Catoe
Administrative Services Manager............ ........................Yvonne W. Holley
Director of Security........ 
......Joe R. Manin
Director, Division of Inmare Operations & Contro1......... ...David L. Banles
Director, Division of Construction, Engineering & Maintenance. ..........Wil1iam H. Harmon
DeputyCommissionerforProgramServices............
Administrative Services Manager............ 
...Bettv Robinson
Director, Division of Communiry Sewices............ 
.........Tony L. Srr"*horn
Director, Division of Classificarion 
........Sammie E. Brown
Director, Division of lluman Services............ .................Wi11iam J. Deemer
Director, Division of Educational Services............ .........H. l-avne Coleman
Direcror, Division of Ileahh Scrvices............ 
..............patricia B. Sattcrfield
Conectional Institutions
Appalachian Conectional Region
Regional Administraror.... 
.........................Dona1d F. Dease
Deputy Regional Adminisr.rator. 
.....................Roberr W. Donlin
Blue Ridge Work/Pre-Release Cenrer, Superintendent.. ........................James H. Whirworth
Catawba Work Center, Superinrendent.. 
......R. Brien Ward
Cross Anchor Correctional Institution, Warden............. 
.phoebe B. Johnson
Dutchman Correctional Institution, Warden............. 
........................Manha A. Wannamaker
Givens Youth Correction Center, Warden 
.......................Robert H. Maunev
Greenwood Correctional Center, Warden 
................Frankie L. Rickenbaker
**Leath Corrcctional Institution......... 
..E. Richard Bazzle*
Livesay Work Cenrer, Supcrinrendent............... 
....................Roben L. Rice
McCormick Conectional Insritution, Warden............. 
.....Richard S. Lindler
Nonhside Correctional Center, Warden 
........................Frank H. Ilorton. Jr.
Perry Conectional Insritution, Warden............. 
........S.R. (Dick) Witkowski
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Midlands Correctional Region
Regional Administrator.... ....James L. Haney
Deputy Regimal Administrator. .....................Kenneth D. McKellar
Deputy Regional Administrator. ...Jerry D. Spigner
Aiken Youth Correction Center, Warden ......George T. Hagan
Broad River Correctiqral Institution, Warden............. ......George N. Martin III
Bymes Clinical Center, Warden .......................Robert E. Elgin
Campbell Work Center, Superintendent.. ........George A. Roof
Central Correctional Institution, Warden............. ................Wi11iam C. Wallace
Goodman Correctional Institution, Warden............. ..........,.....[.ouisa D. Brown
Kirkland Correctional Institution, Warden............. ..............Laurie F. Bessinger
Lower Savannah Work Center, Superintendent.. ......................,John H. McCall
Manning Conectional Institution, Warden............. ...................Rickie Harrison
State Park Correctional Center, Warden .......Judy C. Anderson
Stevenson Correctional Institution, Warden............. .........C"org" Hampton, Jr.
Walden Correctional Institution, Warden........... .......................8d M. McCrory
Wateree River Correctional Institution, Warden.......,.,... ........................Iohn H. Carmichael, Jr.
Watkins Pre-Release Center, Superintendent............... ............Car1 L Frederick
Women's Correctional Center. Warden ............Vannie M. Tov
Coastal Corrcctional Region
Regional Administrator.... .....Lucious I. Allen
Deputy Regicral Administrator. .....Clyde R. Meus
Allendale Correctional Institutiqr, Warden............. .................Robert E. Currie
Coastal Work Center, Superintendent............... .........................Frank A. Smith
Evans Correctional Institutior, Warden............. .Flora B. Boyd
Lieber Conectional Institution, Warden............. ...................P. Douglas Taylor
MacDougall Correctional Institution, Warden............. .............Edse1 T. Taylor
Palmer Work Centcr, Acting Superintendent.. Ruby Williams*
**Under Construction
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Figure I
South Carolina Department of Corrections Organizational Structure
(As Announced Through June 30, 1991)
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Department Organization
The South Carolina Departrnent of Corrections is govemed by the State Board of
Corrections, a seven-member board, six of whom are appointed by the Governor, one from each of
the six Congressional Districts of the State, upon the advice and consent of the Senate. The Governor
is ex officio member of the Board. The Board is responsible for setting overall policy.
The Department is headed by a Commissioner, appointed by the Board of Corrections, who
administers Board policy and manages the day-to-day affairs of a modern penal system.
The Department is organized into three primary functional offices, or areas of responsibil-
ity: administration, operations, and program services, each of which is headed by a Deputy
Commissioner. Other specific staff functions zre attached to the Commissioner's Offrce, as
described below.
Office Of The Commissioner
Within the office of the Commissioner are the following specialized administrative staff
support divisions/offices:
Division of Public Affairs
Responsible for all public information, media contacts and public relations; it includes the
crime prevention programs and the victim-witness liaison.
Executive Assistant for Legislative Affairs
Conducts liaison with governmental offices, the legislature, correctional institutions, and
others as required. Keeps the Commissioner informed of significant and related legislation,
progmms and procedures.
Office of General Counsel
Provides legal advice to the Board, the Commissioner, and the Department, and it represents
the Department in legal actions. The Office of Legal Settlements and Compliance is responsible for
monitoring compliance with the terms of any court orders or consent decrees, in particular, the Plyler
v. Evatt consent decree, under which the Department is currently operating.
Division of Management Services
Administers efforts to accredit individual prisons by the Commission on Accreditation, and
is rcsponsible for management audits, investigations/internal affairs, the arts and crafts marketing
progmm and directs the policy-change process for the Departmenl Also direcs SCDC's extensive
Volunteer Program and Unit Managcmcnt efforts.
Division of Audits, Inspections and Inmate Affairs
Responsible for conducting annual inspections of all local detention facilities. In addition,
the Division conducts internal audis, and investigates inmates'complains.
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Office Of The Deput:y Commissioner For Administration
The Deputy Commissioner for Adminisnadon directs the budgeting, planning, industries,
purchasing, food services, personnel, financial accounting, offender records management, computer
operations, and training prcgrams throughout the Department. These functions are carried out
through six divisions:
Division of Budget and Planning
Prepares all budget requests for submission to the Budget and Control Board and
lrgislature, reconciles expenditures with appropriations, and prepares all capital improvement
plans and requests for bond approval. The division also conducts monitoring, allocation and internal
control of budgets.
Division of Industries
Manages prison industries. Its products and services include the state motor vehicle license
tags, furniture refinishing and repair, laundry, and apparel.
Division of Support Services
Directs purchasing, food services, and the operation of the commissary, canteens, and farms.
Division of Personnel Administration
Performs all the activities associated with recruiting and hiring new employees, maintain-
ing personnel records, authorizing payrolls, and placing student interns.
Division of Resource and Information Management
Manages financial accounting; offender records; offender management; statistical analysis
and operations research; fiscal and personnel systems; operations; telecommunications; and the Cor-
rections Information Center.
Division of Training and Staff Development
Provides pre-employment and in-service training for all employees.
Office Of The Deputv Commissioner For Operations
The Office of the Deputy Commissioner For Operations directs the management of all
prison operations, security, construction, engineering, and facility, equipment, and vehicle mainte-
nance throughout the prison system. Within the Office of the Deputy Commissioner for Operations
are the three regional offices for prison operations (Appalachian, Midlands, and Coastal) and the
following divisions and offices:
Division of Construction, Engineering and Maintenance
Manages all phases of new construction, and acts as liaison with architects, engineers and
contractors working on consEuction projects. Other activities include management and operation of
the physiial plants, i.e. institutions, other buildings and facilities. This Division has the primary
responsibility for implementation of the capital improvements plan and maintenance of all SCDC
facilities.
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Division of Inmate Operations and Control
Oversees certain activities related to the movement, status, andnumber of inmates in SCDC
facilities and in designated facilities, and administers the Inlerstate Corrections Compact. This
Division also contracts with counties for inmate work crews.
Office of Security
The Director of Security is responsible for the Departrnent's readiness to respond to
emergency situations such as riots or hostage-taking. This office ensures that the special response
teams, e.g., Reserve Emergency Platoons, Situation Control Teams, and Corrections Emergency
Response Teams, are properly trained. This office also conducts regular security audits of high
security institutions.
Transportation Management Branch
Responsible for the purchasing of all vehicles and parts, vehicle repair and safety, and for
management of the fleet owned and operated by the Department of Corrections. This Branch is also
responsible for all radio communications.
Institutional Operations: Regional Offices
The state is divided into three geographical regions to facilitate management and operations.
Each of the regions is headed by a Regional Administrator who directs prison operations within his
region. The regions are: Appalachian, Midlands, and Coastal. Figure 2, page 18, outlines the counties
which comprise each region.
Office Of The Deputy Commissioner For Program Services
The Ofhce of the Deputy Commissioner for Program Services directs the classification,
health, mental health, education, and community employment programs for inmates. Delivering a
broad spectrum of program services under tle supervision of this office during this fiscal year were
the following divisions:
Division of Classification
Directs the classification of inmates for security and custody purposes. This Division is also
responsible for all institutional services for inmates sentenced under the Youthful Offender Act.
Division of Human Services
Administers and provides a variety of programs and services directed at improving
offenders' mental health, and emotional well being. The programs include: psychological
assessment; social work services; transitional care units for intermediate mental health care; substance
abuse therapy;religious services andpastoral counseling; and athletic and otherrecreational activities.
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Division of Health Services
Renders medical, dental and psychiatric care to the inmate population. Through this
Division, the S.C. Department of Corrections operatres 24-hour out-patient clinics at the large
institutions, several infirmaries, and utilizes a floor at the Byrnes Clinical Cenier, Department of
Mental Health, for general hospital care. The Department operates seven dental clinics. It has the
Gilliam Psychiaric Hospital for acute psychiaric care. The Department provides most of the health
care services with in-house staff; however, it conftacts for health care services at seven institutions.
Division of Educational Services
This Division is also known as "Palmetto Unified School District #1" and administers and
provides academic, vocational, special and career education and library services to the inmate
population at 16 institutions, with satellites at pre-release and work centers. The School District offers
a variety of vocational programs, including aulo mechanics, carpentry, plumbing, and heavy
equipment operation and repair, and academic programs, including GED preparation.
Division of Communitv Services
This Division ouarra", lhe custody and supervision of certain offenders in community
programs, namely, Work Release and Extended Work Release, monitors Parole's supenision of
offenders in Supervised Furlough and other early release programs, and provides SCDC's law
enforcement, liaison.
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Institutions
The South Carolina Department of Corrections operated thirty-one correctional institutions
as of June 30, I 99 1 . These range in size from ttre largest (and oldest) Central Correctional Institution
with an operating capacity of 1,382, to the smallest, Greenwood Work Carnp, with an operating
capacity of 86.
The thirty-one institutions are spread over three Correctional Regions and include: twenty-
eight prisons for male offenders, one for female offenders, one medical unit for male and female
inmates*, and one (State Park Correctional Center) that has three units - one for male geriatric and
handicapped prisoners, one for female geriatric and handicapped prisoners, and one for females on
work release. Also, one 96-bed work camp was opened during the fiscal year making the total number
three.
Eight of the institutions are classified as security Level IV and V, hve as security Level III,
seven as security Level II, one as security Level I and II, and eight pre-release/work centers classified
as security Level I facilities.
Each of the three Correctional Regions has a facility for intake processing, known as a
Reccption and Evaluation Center. These are adjacent to medium/maximum security institutions,
i.e., Lieber, Peny, and Broad River Correctional Institutions.
Effective January 1, 1988, the institutional capacities for minimum and medium/maximum
security institutions changed as agreed upon in the Plyler v. Evatt (originally Nelson v. Leeke)
Consent Decree, which the Department and the State of South Carolina entered into in 1985. As of
June 30, 1991, the Department's "safe and reasonable" operating capacity was set at 15,472**. This
capacity is subject to change as requirements of the Decree are met.
Additional details about these institutions, including average daily populations, design and
safe and reasonable capacities, may be found in Table l. Their location within South Carolina is
dcpicted in Figure 2.
*(Located atthe S.C. Departmentof Mental Health's JamesF.Bynes Medical Center, Columbia, S.C.)
**This capacity figure was "certified" by the Budget and Control Board at the beginning of the quarter
(April l, 1991); however, additional bedspaces were added during the quarter and by June 30, 1991, the Safe
and Reasonable Capacity was actually 15,566. (This figwe was certified by the B & C Board on July l, 1991.)
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Table 1
Institutions and Centers of the S.C. Department of Corrections
Avg. Drlly
Populstlon D.dgn ADPATA(ADP) Crpsclty Pcrc.rtrSc
Blu Ridgc WorkTEc-Rclce Crmr
Catswbe Work Ccnk
Cr6r Ancbor Corcdi@l Irstituiid
Durhmm Corcctiotul Imiotion
Giwro Youth Crrrccio Cccr
Gcnwood Cccaiod CcuEr
Gcn*ood Wct Crnp
LiveryWck Gnrr
McCmick Crectiqd lutidti@
Nonhri& Cccctiod Ccro
Nonhri& Wort CerCt
hry Corcctionrl lrstihtior
Aikcn Youth Cqrcdi@ CcnEr
Bod Rircr Ccmiorl Ictituti@
Holdi4 Unit
Btnrcr Clinicrl CrnG
Cdrphcll Wqk Crrnd
C€ft.lCffiidd lDtilltia
Goodm Cmctiod lrutibti@
Kirklurd Ccrcaiond lrudsrion"
hvcr Savornh Wck Ccotcr
lowcr Savuurh Wck Carp
Mming Corcctiml In$itutid
bvcl I Mdc, rgcr 17 rnd up-i@b m ptc-rclc&(Mhimn) dsorkrclce
bvcl I Mdc, egcr 1? rnd up-i@Er @ *ork(Mhitru) rclce*
bvcl III Mdc, rgDr 17 rd up(Mhirur0
bvcl III Malc, egcr 1? eri up(Mcdiu)
bvcl Il Mdc. agcs 17 ud up-priruily(MhiM) YoutMul Oficn&rr, .gcr 17-25
bwl Il Mdc, rgcr 17 od up(Mhitu)
lrvcl II Fcmlc, egcr 17 md up(Mhimm)
kvcl I Mdo, rgcr 17 rod up-imtar o wott(Mhimm) rclar
bvcl IV & V Mdc, egcr 17 rod up
(Mcdiury'
MdiN)
lrvcl Il MeIc, 4cr 17 ud up(Mhnmn)
bvcl II Malc, egct l? and up(Minimm)
kvcl IV & V Malc, agcr l? cd up-irclu&r imrr(Mcdiurd u&rgoirg rceptio prceuing
Mairlm)
bvcl II Mdc, rgcr 17 ud up-ptimily(Mhimn) YouthfulOffcndcrt
kvcl IV & V Malc, rgcr 17 ud up-irElu&! iIrntrr(Mcdium un&rgoingrceptim;rcrring
Mqirm)
M.lc, .tcr 17 sd qp-i@E
udcrgoiug repio prccrrilg
All lcvck Hoeibliad imt!! t
t vcl I Malc, 4or 17 td up-imrtc! @ edk(Mbimum) rlcr*
Ipcl IV & V Malc. rgcr l7 rnd up
(Mcdiurry'
I\&ximn)
kvcl II Mdc, egcr 17 ud up(Mirimu)
bvcl IV &V Mdc, rgcr l7 rd up
(Mcdiurd
Mqirm)
Irvcl I Mdc, rgcr 17 rnd up-irrmrrr @ wql(Minimm) rlce*
bvcl t Fcmh, egcr 17 ud up(Minim)
lrvd III Mdc, 4cr l7 rrd up(Minimo)
lai
159
586
519
lta
93
t6
93
1,093
34r
55
882
143
86
58
5X
68
rlE
96
6m
?fi
5't6
t?5
185
llI
98
r't9
194
90
n
r82
119
51
153
n8 93
144 110
524 lll
524 98
r20 to2
86 108
96 90
96 97
1,104 99
a6 119
96 57
764 lt5
3(IJ 2U
l,30t 7y2
a2
22 196
13?6 1,340
n5 110
1,236 106
82
135
r65
113
I
163
135
34
80
1
u6 90
1,382 96
461
604
243
44E
155 45
n96
52i 4\6
464 99
612 99
154 l0l
96 80
450 u6
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Table 1 (continued)
Institutions and Centers of the S.C. Department of Corrections
Avg. Drltt
Popuhtlon D6lgn ADP As A(ADP) CrpeltyPerccnt!8c
Safe rnd
Reasnable ADPA!A
Clpaclty PerccntrgcDegre€ of Desrlptlon of
SbE P{k Cmdio.d Conu brcl | & lI Mrlc rrd fomdo, egor 17 rrd up-(MiniM) (tlEipdEuits)
Gcriatic/tlandioppod Udt Mdc--pimily gcrirtic/tudiep,pcd
WmcrJs Work Rclcrc Unit Fcmlcy-o *ork rclce
Palmcfto Utrit Fcmlcr--agcr 17 urd up
Scvcso Cqcdio.l ltrihdd bvcl ll Malo, agcr 17 drd up
(Minimum)
Wal&n Cftcctioal lrutitutid trvel II Malc, agcs 17 end up
(Minimum)
Wet@ Rivcr Ccrcctiornl lrtstistion bvcl III Mdc, egcr 17 rrd up
(Mhimum)
W.bE Sh@k llE@ntion Unit (Mdc) bvcl II Mrlc, rScr 17 to 25(Mhim)
Wrtkins hc-Rclee Ccilcr bvcl I Mrlc, agor 1? rnd up-irrmcs @(Minirun) prc-rclceFotIrru
Wmcilr Crrccimel Ccm All bwb Fcmlc, egcs 17 ud up
Wmcn'r Shock Iuation Unit (Rmelc!:wl II Fcmlc, 4cs l? to 25(Minimm)
bvcl IV & V Malc. 4cr 17 ud up(Mcdiuny'
Muimum)
Irvcl I Malc, agcr 17 od up-irru&s m work(Minimum) rclce*
bvcl IV & V Mrlc, tgcr l7 rd up
(Mcdiuny'
Yimum)
bvcl IV & V M.lc, .gcr 17 drd up
(Mcdiurd
Muihum)
bvcl III Malc, agcr l7 ard up(Mhimm)
bvcl I Malc, agcr 1? &d up.im.tc! m work(Minimum) rlcrs
96
Allcnddc Corcctiond kEtitution
Cwtal Wok Ccnrr
EvN Corcctiond lrltitution
Lbbcr Corcctionel In*itutio.
MacDougdl Cmctioml lrFtituti@
Palrcr Wck Ccn;r
TOTAL
180
3n
g
95
143
486
14
1,055
158
1,067
1,2.tt
5't5
101
it
246
456
t9z
t44
2fi
u
8G
158
8G
696
336
50
140
130
141
49
I
l8l
58
131
171
2G
t67
292
609
192
1rt4
337
u
108
110
106
49
99
r44
58
96
100
97
106
lol
104
1,099
lm r58
132 1,101
182 r,no
15.663 l lJl9
572
lm
rsA72
I Thc Srfc md Rcsmblc OFrrrina C.pacity, ir cdkEnt qith tlE Plylcr v. Evan (ciginally Ncls v. IEkc) Cm Dco.
'toqad rt S.C. DcFrmt of i{cntd tlcdthb Jles F. Bymr Mcdicd Ccntcr, Colubia, S,C
I Thcs irotibtiorc poi& inrkc rryier for thcir rcgioro.
rt Avcratc @ut for Kirklud Corcctioml Insituti@ dcc mt irclu& Kirkland Infmry r Gillim Prychirtlic Ccnbr,
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Figure 2
Locations of SCDC Institutions and Centers
Mldlands Region
9 Aiko Youth Coretional Cqtq
Ilws Savamah Work Cens
Ilwq Savamah Work Camp
10 Canpbell Work Coter
Brmd River Corotimal lnstitution
Gmdman Coretional Imtitution
Kirkland Conrctimal Institutim
State Park Coretimal Cmtcr
Steveroon Cmtional Irotitutim
Walden Coretional Instiurtion
Wa&ins Pre-Relqse Cmter
Women's Correaional Cmter
I 1 Cmtnl Coretional Institutim
12 Maming Cmational Institution
13 Wateru River Corectional lnstitutim
(Note: Bync Clinical Cmtqis lcarcd
at the S.C. Depanmat of Mmtal Hslth's
Jams F. Byms Mcdical Cater, Columbia, S.C.)
Appalachlan Region
1 Blue Ridge Work/Pre-Relqse Cmrcr
2 Givas Yoth Coretional Cents
3 Perry Cmtimal Irotitutim
4 Livsay Work Cmter
Nonhside Corotional Cqrcr
Nonhside Work Camp
5 Durchman Coretimal Institutional
Crms Anchor Corotimal Institution
6 Gqwood Coretional Cmtc
Grmwmd Wck Camp
Isth Coretional Institution
7 McCmick Coretional Institution
8 Catawba Wo* Center
Coastal Region
14 Palma Wo* Cmter
15 MacDougall Cmtimal Institution
16 Cestal Wo* Cmter
1? Iiebcr Comtimal Institutim
18 Evans Corotimal Institutim
19 Allmdalc Cmtional lnstitution
lrfl
Colleton
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Outstanding Employees
Annually, the Department recognizes its most outstanding Conectional Officer of the Year
and Employee of the Year. These programs are designed to promote efficiency and to show that the
Department appreciates those who have demonstrated exceptional performance.
Nominations for Correctional Officer of the Year are limiled to Conectional Officers I or
II, while the Employee of the Year selection may be made from any employee except Conectional
Officers I and II, Deputy Commissioners and the Commissioner. In both programs, outstanding job
accomplishments, self-development and interpersonal relationships with fellow employees, inmates,
and others are considered.
Bill E. Bright, Officer First Class at Peny Correctional Institution, was chosen the Depart-
ment's Conectional Officer of the Year for 1990. Officer Bright has been with the Department since
1988, and is a graduate of North Greenville College.
Other winners of this award in previous years include:
1990 Terrance Whitaker
1989 Rose M. Austin
1988 Carmelita A. Streater
1987 Joseph M. Cavanaugh
1986 William F. Gault
1985 Frank Taylor
1984 Valerie W. Whitaker
1983 Jack Belcher
1982 Gloria Woodruff
1981 Walter T. Ross
1980 Robert D. Mickle
1990 Flora Brooks Boyd
1989 Rickie Harrison
1988 Robert L. Foulks
1987 George A. Roof
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1979 George Coleman
1978 Joseph P. Davis
1977 Samuel Latta,II
1976 Godwin Quattlebaum
1975 Benjamin Sweet
1974 Eugene R. Grant
1973 Emma Strickland
1972 Boyd R. Mullins
1971 David L. Bartles
1970 Guv T. Eaton
1986 Kenneth D. McKellar
1985 Kyuzo Miyaishi (Frankie San)
1984 William T. Cave
The Employee of the Year for 1990 was Louisa D. Brown, Warden, Goodman Conectional
Institution. Warden Brown has been with the Depaflrnent since 1973. She began her career as
Dircctor, Comprehensive Drug Abuse Treatrnent Program. Wardcn Brown received a B.A. degree in
Psychology from the University of South Carolina and Master's of Social Work Degree from Tulane
University. Earlicr winners of this award include:
Significant Developments Fiscal Year 1990-1991
Agency-Wide Administration and Management
118 SCDC employees were called to active duty during the Gulf War. The employees
represented all areas of the departmenti 72Vo security, 15% adminisrative/management, and l3qo
health services,
On August 6,1990, the Investigations Branch was administratively reassigned to the
Division of Management Services. Its previous division was reorganized as the Division of
Audits, Inspections, and Inmate Affairs.
The department's first teleconference was conducted in March, 1991. Approximately 1,000
employees were in attendance at 13 viewing sites throughout the state. This new medium provides
a cost-efficient method for quality employee training and inmate education.
The Agency was awarded a $100,000 grcnt in February to research and develop a model
child care facility for employees. The 18 month grant was awarded by the National Institute of
Conections (Prison Division).
The kickoff date for the Agency's "Can Do Spirit Award" was July 2,1990. The in-house
award was established to ensure that employees are recognized for their contributions to SCDC.
During FY90-91, 183 Spirit Awards were given.
The Correctional Museum officially opened on November 19, 1990, in the former Capital
Punishment Facility at the Central Correctional Institution.
In March, 1991, Central Correctional Institution began a professional writing skills program
foremployees. ThebasicskillsprogramhadcertifiedoversixtyemployeesthroughJuly9,l99l. The
l0-week program will continue !o run with the assistance of Richland Disrict One.
Housing. Care. Security. and Supervision
In January, 1991, MacDougall Youth Correctional Center officially changed its name to
the MacDougall Correctional Institution.
On October 1, 1990, the first inmates were received at Wateree River Correctional
Institution under the Shock Incarceration Program. The program resulted from legislative action
during the year which shifted full responsibility for the Shock program to the Department of
Conections.
On December 1, 1990, ttre last platoon of Shock Probationers completed the 90 day
program. A total of 1,040 probationers completed the program between July 1987 and December
1990. Recidivism rates through the 3 U2 year program averaged l0.2%o for graduates.
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On July l, 1990, State Park Correctional Center added ttre Mary E. White Building
@almetto Unit) to the existing facility providing an additonal 123 beds and a program area.
On December 12,1990, the department admitted a female "death row" safekeeper to the
Women's Correctional Center. This is the first female sentenced to death since executions have been
carried out by the State of South Carolina.
In February, 1991, a 48-bed, statewide, long-term Protective Custody Unit became
operational at Allendale Correctional Institution.
DuringFY-l99l,thedepartmentopeneditsthirdworkcamp. NorthsideWorkCampbecame
operational on November 26,1990. The Work Camp Program is designed to provide a more
economical means of confrning non-violent short lerm offenden and alabor force for county and local
government projects.
Construction of Leath Correctional Institution for Women continued throughout the year.
(The 384 bed institution became operational on September 4,l99I).
Programs for fnmates
In July, 1990, the "Thfud Generation," a private sector apparel manufacturer, embarked
on a joint venture with the Division of Prison Industries to produce marketable apparel at the
Women's Correctional Center. Two additional private sector projects were initiated in FY90-91.
This increased the total number of inmates earning minimum wage to 85 (up from 44 during
FY90).
Educational enrollments for FY 1991, totalled 11,702, of which 2,000 were served in
literacy programs and 1,117 in postsecondary. There were 1,384 graduates within the Disrict,
resulting in all-time highs in academic and vocational areas.
An agreement was signed on June 13, 1991 between SCDC and the South Carolina
Departrnent of Mental Health to provide for mental health assjstance in caring for certain long-
term chronically mentally ill inmates and female inmates who require hospitalization related to
mental illness.
Information Activities
Two Operation Get Smart teams visited all46 counties and travelled&,595 miles to 646
engagements giving 5,370 individual presentations to 2U,913 youths and20,484 adults for an
annual audience of 225,397. Forty-six Save The Children/Adult Enlightenment Program sessions
were held at the Women's Correctional Center and Central Conectional Institution serving 974
pre-trial intervention clients. SCDC Speakers' Bureau fulfilled 185 documented engagements and
addressed audiences totalling approximately 20,08 I people.
During CY 1990, over 3,500 volunteers contributed approximately 150,000 hours of
services to SCDC, with an estimated value of $1,350,000. In addition, approximately $218,000 of
cash and in-kind contributions were donated by individual and group volunteers.
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Emnloyee Cost-Reduction Efforts
Annually the Department recognizes institutions or other organizational units for their
outstanding leadership and good management pmctices in several distinct areas of operation: In FY
1991, "Pacesetter Awards" were presented to:
For Excellence in Personnel Management: Palmer Work Center, Manning Conectional
Institution. and Kirkland Correctional Institution.
For Excellence in Information and Records Management: Lieber Reception and
Evaluation, Watkins he-Release Center, Walden Correctional Institution, and Wateree
River Conectional Institution.
F or Excellence in Commissary Managemazf.' Palmer Work Center, Goodman Correctional
Institution, McCormick Correctional Institution, and Slevenson Correctional Institution.
For Excellence in Canteen ManagemenL' Givens Youth Correction Center, Cross
Anchor Correctional Institution, Goodman Correctional Institution, and Kirkland
Conectional Institution.
For Excellence in Procurement Practites.' Givens Youth Correction Center, Coastal
Work Center, Goodman Correctional Institution, and McCormick Correctional Institution.
For Excellence in Cafeteria ManagemenL' PalmerWork Center, Greenwood Correctional
Center, Northside Correctional Center, and McCormick Correctional Center.
F or E xcelle nce in I nstitutional Waste W atchers Program : Livesay Work Center, Manning
Correctional Institution. and Lieber Correctional Institution.
For Excellence in Institutional Reading Improvement Program: Evans Correctional
Institution, State Park Correctional Center, Northside Conectional Center, and Broad River
Correctional Institution.
For Excellence in Institutional Wellness Program: Walden Correctional Institution,
Stevenson Correctional Institution, and Evans Correctional Institution.
For Excellence in Budget Managemenf.' Givens Youth Conection Center, Cross Anchor
Correctional Institution, and McCormick Conectional Institution.
For Excellence in Inmate Grievance Procedures: Sute Park Conectional Centcr,
Stevenson Conectional InstiLution, Goodman Correctional Institution, Evans Correctional
Institution, Allendale Correctional Institution, Central Correctional Institution, Wateree
River Conectional Institution, and Lieber Correctional Institution.
For Excellence inVehicle Management.' Campbell Work Center, Manning Correctional
Center, and Wateree River Correctional Institution.
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Plyler v. Evatt Highlights
(Originally Nelson v. Leeke)
In 1982, Gary Wayne Nelson, an inmate at CCI, filed a class action suit against the
Departrnent of Conections. The suit stated that the SCDC, systemwide, was violating the 8th
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution prohibiting cruel and unusual punishment. The lawsuit was
filed on behalf of all inmates in the system at that time and any inmates entering the system
thereafter.
The Department negotiated with Plaintiffs' Counsel for two years before coming to an
agreement on January 8, 1985. The General Assembly found the Agreement !o be "in the best
interest of ttre State" and authorized the Department to enter into the proposed Consent Agreement.
Further, the General Assemblyagreed toprovide "substantial additional funding... orotherremedies"
to meet the terms of the settlement.
The Consent Decree stipulates that the Departrnent will end overcrowding at medium
security institutions by January 8, 1988, and at all other minimum security institutions by January 8,
1990. The bedspace capacities for existing institutions were established pursuant to agreed upon
minimum square footage requirements for inmate housing. Due to the increased admissions to the De-
partment in 1986 and 1987, however, the Department filed a "Motion for Modification of the Consent
Decree" in order to allow for double-celling at new institutions not meeting the specihed square
footagerequirementsoftheDecree. ThismotionwasfiledspecificallytoprovidetheDepartmentwith
additional bedspace by which to attain compliance with Nelson capacities at existing medium
security institutions. In April, 1988, a ruling was received from the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals
stating that the Department be allowed to fully double-occupy general population cells at these
institutions. The Department's capacity was thus increased by 2,M4 beds, although most would not
be filled immediately. The ruling raised the auttrorized capacity of Lieber and McCormick
institutions by 5M beds each, Broad River by 444 beds, and Allendale and Evans institutions by 296
beds each.
Minimum security bedspace reductions required under the terms of the Decree to be
achieved by January 8, 1990, were modified in a joint agreement entered into between the parties on
December 11, 1990. This agreement allows for the immediate reduction of minimum secruity
bedspaces through tlte process of attrition at selected facilities and for the elimination of beds at
remaining facilities by Jun e, 1992. This agreement was considered necessary in light of ttre increased
admissions to the Departmentover thepastfive (5) yearperiodwhich have changed the circumstances
under which the original terms of the Decree were premised. Approximately 320 minimum security
beds required to be eliminatcd by January, 1990, were saved as a result of this agreement.
Since the Consent Dccrce was signcd, the General Assembly has authorized funds for the
construction of five (5) new prisons; funds for a unit at the Women's Correctional Center; and funds
for five (5) 96-bcd minimum security additions. Additionally, the General Assembly authorized
funding to the Department during FY 88-89 for the following projects: 960 work camp bcds; 50 male
maximum security bcds; 288 male minimum security beds; 2,260 male medium security beds; and,
384 female beds. The additional bedspaces are necessary to accommodate the projected population
growth. Further, the General Assembly approved funding for the construction of 1,200 bed male
medium security facility to replace the Central Correctional Institution.
Although the primary focus is the elimination of overcrowding and inadequate staffing, the
Consent. Decree addresses many olher issues affecting the operation of the institurions. The major
issues include classification, staff training, health care services, fire and life safety, and physical plant
requlrements.
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Quarterly reports on the Department's compliance are submitted to the Plantiffs'Counsel,
Court, the S.C. Budget and Control Board and to each institution. Should the Department be "out of
compliance" with one or more of the issues contained in the Decree, Plantiffs Counsel may request
relief from the Federal District Court. Plaintiffs' counsel filed a "Petitiion for Supplemental Relief'
relative to overcrowding in female institutions operated by the Department. A hearing was held in the
Federal District Court on this matter on May 8, 1989, and the Court ruled that the Departrnent was to
obtain compliance with the original terms of the Decree by April 2,1990. A stay of this order was
received, however, and an appeal filed and heard by the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals in June, 1990.
A final decision from the Fourth Circuit is currently pending.
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Legislation
Several pieces of legislation of signihcance to the Department were passed by the General
Assembly and signed into law by the Govemor this fiscal year. A synopsis of this legislation as it may
affect the Department is provided below. For full details of the legislation, please refer to the Code
of Laws of South Carolina. 1976 as amended.
Prisons
(H3178) Allows products produced by inmates employed in a federally certified private sector/
prison industries program to be sold intra/interstate if the inmate workers pafiicipate voluntarily,
receive comparable wages and the work does not displace employed workers.
(S512) The addressed and telephone numbers of victims/witnesses provided to SCDC and
DPPP (The Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services) is privileged and must not be
disclosed directly or indirectly, except by court order.
Administration
(5506) Candidates for Correctional Officer positions must hold valid South Carolina driver's
licencse with no record during the previous five years for suspension ofdriver's license as a result
of DUI, driving impaired, reckless homicide, involuntary manslaughter, or leaving the scene of an
accident.
(5508) Permanent full-time state employees who are temporarily disabled as a result of an
assault by an inmate/patient/client must be placed on administrative leave with pay by their
employer rather than sick leave not to exceed 180 calendar days.
(H382) Members of the retirement system shall receive credit for no more than 90 days of
unused sick leave, which must be credited at a rate where 20 days equals one month of service.
(5388) Outlines specific number of months for state agencies to reduce their production of each
solid waste component defined in the bill.
(S716) Employer who willfully/repeatedly violates occupational safety or health rules may be
assessed a penalty of $70,000 (rather than $10,000).
(5662) Implements a plan enabling members eligible for other service credit to pay for this
credit by payroll deducted installment payments.
NOTE: The Offender Management Bill (S. 883), which establishes a classification and adult
criminal offender management system to alleviate prison overcrowding, remains on the Contested
Calendar in the House of Representatives. It can be considered when the Legislature convenes in
January of 1992.
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Fiscal Information
(SpecialNote: ThisinformationisasofJune30, l99l,andwasobtainedinSeptemberl99l,tomeettheproductionschedule
for this annual report. The data are subject to minor rcvision following year-end reconciliations which will be completed later.
Data presented and recorded using the cash basis of accounting in accordance with the budgetary accounting process of the
State of South Carolina.)
OP€fBtiIlg EXP€llditUf€S rFvcluaes Canitat Imorovement nunasl
The Department of Corrections expended $220,895,153 in state appropriations, federal
funds, special revenues, Prison Industries, and canteen funds in fiscal year 1990-91. Major expen-
ditures included:
Salaries and fringe benefits of employees .............11Vo
Supplies (e.g. food, uniforms, medical and office)... ...................9Vo
Items for resale by Prison Industries and canteens....... ...............5Vo
Table 2, on the following page, enumerates the expenditures by state budget code.
EXD€IditUf€S hV Pfo9folTl (Fxctuocs capital rmprovement Rundst
The Department's budget for this fiscal year identified six programs that define the
departmental mission and provide performance indicators to measure effectiveness and cost. Based
on the expenditure of state, federal, special revenues, Prison Industries, and canteen funds, the
Department spent:
Adminisnadon (4.7Vo)...... .........$ 10,368,861
Housing, Care, Security and Supervision (83.67o) ...............$184,626,180
Work and Vocational Activities (5.9Eo).......... $ 13,028,497
Inmate Individual Growth and Motivation (2.7Vo)..... ..........$ 5,941,267
Penal Facilities and Inspection Services (0.lqo).......... .........$ 282,709
Palmetto School District One (3.0V0).. .............$ 6,6,47,639
COSt P€f IillTl?t€ (Rascd on averagc ponulation In SCnC institutions.)
Annual per inmate cost in S.C. General Funds........... ..........$ 12,336
Previous fiscal year (FY 1989-90).................... ....................$ 12,414
Pcrcentage change.......... ......-.6Vo
Annual pcr inmate costs in statc, federal and other funds*.......................$ 12,451
Previous fiscal year (FY 1989-90).................... ....................$ t2,707
Percentage chan9e......... .....-2.0Vo
*Excludes capital improvement, Prison Industries and canteen funds.
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Table 2
Expenditures of the Department of Corrections
Fiscal Year 1990-91
Description. Expenditure
Personnel Services....... ..$1211041,439
Contractual Services...........................$ 15,77 5,844
Supplies...... $ 19,133,251
Fixed Chargcs.................. $ 1,557,157
Trave1......... $ 266,965
Equipment.. ....................$ 1,510,353
Items for Resale*........ ...$ 12,013,531
Case Services.......................................$ 5,285,330
LightVHeat/Power..............................$ 7,627,813
Transportation ...$ 1,016,767
Employee Benefits....... ...$ 35,567,703
TransfertoCapitalProjects..............$ 99,000
Total Expenditures.............................$ 220,89 5,153
(Includes state funds, federal funds, special revenue, Prison Industries, and canteen funds.
Excludes capital improvement expenditures.)
*This budget line includes consumer goods purchased for resale, principally in canteens,
and raw materials purchased for resale after further processing in Prison Industries.
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Grant Assistance During Fiscal Year 1990-91
Through the South Carolina State Denartment of Education
Chapter I to supplement and up$ade educational programs within the Department of Corrections for
youths under 21 years of age: $298,273.
Vocational Educational Act to provide vocational training to the underprivileged and furnish skills to
prepare them for beneficial employment upon release: $291,329.
Direct Service Delivery @ublic Law 94-142) to provide special education for the handicapped
(learnin g disabilities), age 2l and under: $3 9,099. 
.
Adult Basic Education funds are utilized in the development and implementation of a comprehensive
academic program: $27 1,827.
Adult Basic Education to hire teachers and furnish supplies for basic education progzlms at multi-
grade levels: $146,577.
Through the S.C. State Lihrarlv Board
Library services - book collection improvement for the Department of Corrections'libraries: $ 15,000.
Title I - To upgrade and increase book collections in all Depaftment of Corrections libraries with
materials related specifically to literacy: $5,500.
VI - To supplement the adult new reader materials collections for the prison libraries with literacy
projects in the Appalachianal Correction Region: $25,000.
Job Training Partnership Act (via the Governor's Office)
Transitional Linkage - to provide training skills in auto mechanics, brick masonry, and welding to
supplement the 30-day work release program and assist incarcerated offenders to attain a comprehen-
sive transition into the labor market: $325.000.
Puhlic Safetl, Programs (via the Governor's Office)
Residential Addictions TreatmentUnit provides a drug addictions treatrnent program for inmates with
a history ofsubstance abuse: $320,287.
Janitorial Skills Training Program offered through the Habilitation Unit at Stevenson: $29,561.
Work Center Drug Testing hevention Program to test inmates entering work release centers: $ 14,069.
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Grant Assistance During Fiscal Year 1990'9L
(continued)
Inmate Furlough Drug Testing Program to test inmates participating in the furlough program and upon
their retum: $14,725.
Addictions Treatment Evaluation to determine the impact of the ATU: $8,850.
National Institute of Corrections
A study of child care models for the rural, urban, and metropolitan correction workplace to develop
amodelchildcarecenterforSouthCarolinaDepartmentofConectionsimmediatefamily: $100,000.
Through the U.S. Deoartment of .Iustice. Bureau of .Iustice Assistance
To reimburse states for expense incurred from the incarceration of Mariel-Cubans: $6,073.
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Publications and Documents
Fiscal Year 1990-91
The Department of Corrections has a continuous need to communicate its policy, progress
andprograms toelectedandjudicialofficials throughoutthe Stateof South Carolina,to employees and
inmates, and to the interested general public. To accomplish this task the Department uses a variety
of regular and special publications:
Regular Reports
Annual Report of the Board of Corrections and the Commissioner of the South
Carolina Department of Corrections. (Issued annually following the close of the
fiscal year. Copies are sent to depository libraries throughout the slate.)
Monthly Report to the Boad of Corrections. (Prepared monthly from input provided
by all echelons of management throughout the Department.)
Inmate Guide. (A generalized guide prepared from formal official documents and
policy, rules and regulations of the Department; each inmate receives a copy when
he/she is admitted to the Department.)
Youthful Offender Act Services Information Guide. (Designed to acquaint Youthful
Offenders, their families, SCDC and other criminal justice personnel, parole
volunteers, and the general public with the Youthful Offender Act and the Department's
implementation thereof.)
Defendants' Quarterly Report on Compliance. (Submitted to the United States Dis-
trict Court for the District of South Carolina pursuant to the 1985 negotiated Con-
sent Decree in the matter of Plyler v. Evatt (originally Nelson v. Leeke). The reports
outline the Department's compliance with the terms of the Agreement.
Quarterly Training Report for the Department of Corrections. (The Consent Decree
mentioned above requires continuous monitoring of tnining of current and new
employees. This report documents the progress made throughout the Department.)
Newsletters/Pa mphlets
Report to the Shareholders. (A series of reports disributed periodicallly to select
business and government leaders across the state, providing current SCDC information.
The Communicator. (A twice monthly brief about training dates, personnel news, major
promoLions and changcs in employee benehts.)
The Intercom. (A monthly mini-magazine for and about the Department of Corrections,
its employees and inmates.)
SCDC Employee Newsletter. (In-depth reporting on matters of interest to all employ-
ees; published periodically.)
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Newsletters/Pamnhlets (continued)
Operation Get Smart: An Inside View of Crime and Imprisonment. (Aimed at educat-
ing young people about the consequences of criminal behavior.)
About Face. (A quarterly newsletter prepared by and for inmates within the Depart-
ment of Corrections.)
Issue Oriented Publications
Annual Report Executive Summary.
Conectional Officer's Basic Training Manual.
De taile d B udget for I 989 -90.
Employee Assistance Program Brochure.
E mployee O rientation M anual.
Report to the Shareholders. @ach digest concentrates on one corections issue arising
outsideof the Department of Corrections which is of professional interest.)
Minimum Standards for Local Detention Facilitics in South Carolina.
Our Retirement System.
SCDC Employee Handbook.
SCDC Index - Information for Decisionma&ers. @ach Index concenfrales on one
departmental issue of general interest to managers.)
SCDC Training Academy Student Handboolc
S e xual H aras sme nt B roc hure.
SITCON Manual. (Security Manual for special incidents. Resnicted disnibution.)
S upervisory Training Manual.
In-Service Training Calendar. (Lists in-service classes to be held at the Training
Academy.)
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Sales Literature
Prison Indusnies publishes a variety of sales literature describing products and services
produced by inmates for sale to govemment agencies, non-profit organizations, jobbers and
brokers doing business solely within South Carolina, and (for services alone) any other business
or organization. This range of literature covers such areas as:
Khhpood Furniture for offices.
Office Master Modular Office Syst€ms.
Body lvlaster Vehicle Reclamation.
Sign-Center @ecals, road signs, rume tags & desk markers.)
Craft lvlaster Furniture Refurbishing.
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Inmate and Personnel Statistics
This and the next page are a "data snapshot" of the inmates and employees of the Department
of Corrections. Detailed inmate and personnel statistics are presented in the tables and figures which
follow. Thedataincludeaveragepopulation,admissions,andreleasesduringthefiscalyear,andselect
information regarding the FY 1991 admissions and the total inmate population as of the end of the
fiscal year. Also included is information on the Department of Corrections' workforce. Where
appropriate, the statistical data are also presented graphically.
Profile of Inmates Admitted During FY 1991
Number of inmates admitted..... ............11,433
Sentenced by courts..... .......83.8Vo
Probation revocations. ,.......,.8,4Vo
Parole revocations. ,,,,,...........6.5Vo
Other (early release revocations, resentencing, death row),,,.........,1.3Vo
Inmates admitted who were between l7 & 29 years of age.,..........58.4Vo
Average sentence tength.......... ....4 Yrs. 8 Mos.
(Excludes life, death, shock probatlon, restitutlon, and YOA sentences.)
Most Serious Offenses (72.57o of the 11,433 admissions)
Percentage sentenced for :
Dangerous Drugs:
Traffic Offenses:
Larceny:
Burglary:
Assault:
Forgery:
Fraudulent Activities: 6.8Vo
20.7Vo
13.9Vo
12.3Vo
9.2Vo
5.670
4.0Vo
Profile of Inmates Released During FY lqql
Number of inmates released....... ............10,021
Inmates who "maxed out".............. ........44Vo
Placed on probation (had split sentence)..... ...,......,........21Vo
Paroled by the Youthful Offender Act Board... .............,,9Vo
Paroled by the Dept. of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services......127o
Emergency Prison Overcrowding Powers Act re1eases............,...,,,,,,.|Vo
Other...........
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Profile of Total Inmate Ponulation as of .Iune 30. 19al
Number of inmates in SCDC jurisdiction. .........18,452
Average sentence 1ength.......... .............11 Yrs. 11 Mos.
Serving Youthful Offender Act sentences................... ...............4.9Vo
With sentences of more than 20 years (including tife)........ ....21.8Vo
With death sentences..... ....................0.3Vo
Who are white males ...31.9Vo
Non-white ma1es........... ....................62.2Vo
White females........ ........1.9?o
Non-white females ...4.0Vo
Average age......---... ,,,,.....32
29 years of age or younger....... ,.......46.8Vo
Most Serious Offenses (78.2Vo of the 18,452 inmates.)
Percentage sentenced for:
Dangerous Drugs: 20.6Vo
Burglary:
Larceny:
Homicide:
Robbery:
Assault:
L4.5Vo
l0.4Vo
L0.2Vo
9.4Vo
6.67o
Sexual Assault: 6.5Vo
Department of Corrections' Emnloyees (as of .Iune 16. laql)
Tota1............ 
.................. 5.944
Security personnel.... ...................:. ...3,745
Non-security personnel.... 
.................2,199
Percentage of total who are white males. ............31.2Vo
Non-white ma1es........... 
....................33.6Vo
White females........ 
......17.2Vo
Non-white females........ 
.....,..........,,,.18.0Vo
Number of inmates per authorized correctional officer... ...........3.9
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T a b l e  3  
P e r  I n m a t e  C o s t s - F i s c a l  Y e a r s  1 9 8 1 - 1 9 9 1  
F I S C A L  Y E A R  
B A S E D  O N  S T A T E  F U N D S  S P E N T  
A N N U A L  P E R  
I N M A T E  C O S T S  
D A I L Y  P E R  
I N M A T E  C O S T S  
*  *  *  
B A S E D  O N  A L L  F U N D S  S P E N T * *  
A N N U A L  P E R  
I N M A T E  C O S T S  
D A I L Y  P E R  
I N M A T E  C O S T S  
*  *  *  
* C a l c u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  S C D C  p e r  i n m a t e  c o s t s  i s  b a s e d  o n  t h e  a v e r a g e  n u m b e r  o f  i n m a t e s  i n  S C D C  
f a c i l i t i e s  a n d  d o e s  n o t  i n c l u d e  s t a t e  i n m a t e s  h e l d  i n  d e s i g n a t e d  f a c i l i t i e s ,  i n s t i t u t i o n a l  d i v e r s i o n a r  
p r o g r a m s  o r  o t h e r  n o n - S C D C  l o c a t i o n s .  
• • s t a t e ,  F e d e r a l  a n d  S p e c i a l  R e v e n u e s .  
· · · e a s e d  o n  3 6 5  d a y s  p e r  y e a r ,  e x c e p t  l e a p  y e a r  w h e n  3 6 6  d a y s  a r e  u s e d .  
M i n o r  a d j u s t m e n t s  h a v e  b e e n  m a d e  i n  t h e  d a i l y  c o s t s  f o r  1 9 8 0  a n d  1 9 8 4  t o  r e f l e c t  t h o s e  w e r e  
l e a p  y e a r s .  
S C D C  A n n u a l  R e p o r t  F Y  ' 9 0 - 9 1  
3 5  
FY91 
FY90 
FY89 
FY88 
a! FY87 <!) 
>-
~ FY86 ?,l 
u:: FY85 
FY84 
FY83 
FY82 
FY81 
$0 
Figure 3 
Per Inmate Costs 
(All Funds) 
Fiscal Years 1981 - 1991 
$2,000 $4,000 $6,000 $8,000 $10,000 $12,000 $14,000 
Dollars 
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Table 4
SCDC Average Inmate Population
Calendar Years 1968 - l99I
' This category of inmates does not take up bedspace in SCDC facilities and has increased in number as institutional
diversionary programs are implemented--Extended Work Release Program (in 1978), Supervised Furlough and
Provisional Parole Program (in 1982). Special placements included those inmates assigned to the State Law
Enforcsment Division, the Commissioner's Home, hospital facilities, Alston Wilkes Half-way Houses,
Interstate Compact, authorized absences, Extended Work Release, Supervised Furlough, Provisional Parole,
Shock Probation. and Restitution.
'- Suitable city, county and state facilities have been designated to house State inmates as a means of alleviating
overcrowded conditions in SCDC facilities, and facilitating work at the tacilities and in the community.
"' The jurisdiction count in this table does not include YOA parolees or inmates conditionally released under the
Emergency Prison Overcrowding Powers Act (EPA) (S.C. Code of Laws, 1976, Section 24-3-1110) invoked in
September,1983 and EPA ll invoked in May,'t987. The average EPA counts were as follows:
CY 1983 - 22'. CY 1984 - 74: CY1985 - 443;CY 1986 - 6s1; CY 1987 - 731(EPA), 50(EPA ll);
cY 1988 - 612(EPA), 160(EPA ll); CY 1e8s - 308(EPA), 219(EPA|l); cY 19e0-134(EPA) 174(EPA ll);
cY 1gel - 157(EPA), 162(EPAIl).
NOTE: Averages for CY1991 are calculated from January, 1991 - June, 1991 population figures.
CALENDAR SCDC
YEAR FACILITIES
SPECIAL' DESIGNATED SCDC "'
PLACEMENTS FACILITIES " JURISDICTION
ABSOLUTE PERCENT
CHANGEOVER CHANGEOVER
PREVIOUS YEAR PREVIOUS YEAR
1 968
1 969
1 970
1 971
1972
1 973
1974
1 975
1 976
1 977
1 978
1 979
1 980
1 981
1 982
1 983
1 984
1 985
1 986
1 987
1 988
1 989
1 990
1 991
2,362
2,51 9
2,705
3,1t 1
3,300
3,396
3,907
5,079
6,039
6,590
6 ,766
6,797
7,1 65
7,290
7,956
8,|66
8,322
8,865
9,817
10 ,7 34
11 ,275
13,004
1 5,1 70
24
26
25
28
72
179
184
304
493
902
1,t09
atn
675
762
72s
703
670
628
s90
554
s27
487
470
496
467
460
443
454
2,362
2,519
2,705
3,1 t 1
3,300
3,396
3,931
5,484
6 ,739
7,380
7,56 3
7,679
8,01 9
8,222
I,039
I,622
9,958
10,753
1 1,969
1 3,061
13,624
14,609
17,O24
29
157
186
406
189
96
535
1,553
1,255
641
183
116
340
203
g',t7
583
336
795
1,216
1 ,092
563
98s
2,415
a7'l
1.2
6.6
7.4
15.0
6.1
2.9
15.8
39.5
22.9
9.5
2.5
1.5
4.4
2.5
9.9
6.4
3.5
8.0
1 1.3
9.1
4.3
7.2
16.5
5.1
,401
,682
,831
,882
15
1 ,145
1 ,356
1.442 17
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Figure 4
Average Inmate Population
Calendar Years 1968 - l99I
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Table 5
SCDC Average Inmate Population
Fiscal Years 1968 - 1991
'This category of inmates does not take up bedspace in SCDC tacilities and has increased in number as institutional
diversionary programs are implemented-Extended Work Release Program (in 1978), Supervised Furlough and
Provisional Parole Programs (in 1982). Special placements include those inmates assigned to Byrnes Clinical Center,l
State Law Enforcement Division, the Criminal Justice Academy, the Commissioner's Home, hospital tacilities, Alston
Wilkes Haltway Houses, Interstate Corrections Compact, authorized absences, Extended Work Release, Supetvised
Furlough, Provisional Parole, Shock Probation, and Restitution.
"suitabte city, county and state facilities have been designated to house State inmates as a means of alleviating
overcrowded conditions in SCDC facilities, and facilitating work at the facilities and in the community.
"-"The jurisdiction count on this table does not include YOA parolees or inmates conditionally released under the
Emergency Prison Overcrowding Powers Act (EPA) (S.C. Code of Laws 1976, Section 24-3-1'l'10) invoked in Septemb
1 983 and EPA ll invoked in May, 1 987. The average EPA counts were as follows: FY 1 984 - 24; FY 1 985 - 271 ;
FY 1986 - 574;FY 1e87 - 768; FY 1988 - 654(EPA), 126(EPA ll); FY 198e - 377(EPA),213(EPA ll);
FY 1990 -171(EPA) 189(EPA ll); FY 1991 - 146(EPA), 164(EPAll).
FISCAL SCDC SPECIAL'
YEAR FACILITIES PLACEMENTS
DESIGNATED
FAClLITIES "
ABSOLUTE PERCENT
SCDC "' CHANGEOVER CHANGEOVER
JURISD]CTION PREVIOUS YEAR PREVIOUS YEAR
1 968
1 969
1 970
1 971
1 972
1 973
197 4
1 975
1 976
1 977
1 978
1 979
1 980
1 981
1 982
1 983
1 984
1 985
1 986
1 987
1 988
1 989
1 990
1 991
2,378
2,355
2,537
2,859
3,239
3,341
3,517
4,557
5,671
6,39 2
6,677
6,761
7,OO3
7,1 90
7,635
8,1 51
8,182
8,539
9,299
'| 0,320
11 ,069
12,426
't 4,4',t7
2;
25
25
27
32
149
184
236
353
683
1,051
1,081
978
993
1,104
1 ,162
't,292
..
36
568
748
738
7',t 3
682
652
614
558
556
501
478
473
487
461
440
2,378
2,3s5
2,537
2,859
3 ,239
3,341
3,542
4,618
6,264
7 ,167
7,447
7,623
7,869
8,078
8,60 2
9,39 2
9, 789
10,1 21
10,755
11,786
12,660
14,049
16,149
91
-23
182
322
380
102
201
1,076
1 ,646
903
280
176
246
209
524
790
397
332
634
1,O31
874
1,389
2,1 00
4.O
-1.0
7.7
12.7
13.3
3.1
6.0
30.4
35.6
14.4
3.9
2.4
3.2
2.7
6.5
9.2
4.2
3.4
6.3
9.6
7.4
1 1.0
14.9
9.215.810 1 ,376 4 17.641 1.492
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Figure 5
Average Inmate Population
Fiscal Years 1968 - 1991
Number of Inmates
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Thble 6
Admissions To and Releases From SCDC Base Population
During FY 1991
. See Appendix C lor a detailed explanation of the Youthful Offender Act.
" These inmates failed to pay a court ordered fine or had their appeal bond denied.
"' Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services
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ADMISSIONS
MALE FEMALE TOTAL
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER PERCENT
NEW ADMISSIONS FROM COURT
Indeterminate Sentence (YOA)-
Straight Sentence (Non-YOA)
Shock Probation
Restitution
PROBATION REVOCATIONS
Without New Sentence
With New Sentence
PAROLE REVOCANONS
YOA Without New Sentence
YOA With New Sentence
NON-YOA Without New Sentence
NON-YOA With New Sentence
EPA REVOCATIONS
EPA I Without New Sentence
EPA I With New Sentence
EPA ll Without New Sentence
EPA ll With New Sentence
RE-SENTENCED
DFATH ROW
OTHER ''
8605
1180
7078
80
267
889
518
371
704
228
29
365
82
40
30
I
8
1
69
6
16
975
43
887
e
42
77
57
20
41
8
0
27
b
5
5
0
0
2
1
3
9s80
1223
7 965
83
309
966
575
391
745
236
29
392
88
45
35
1
I
1
71
7
19
83.8
10.7
69.7
0.7
2.7
8-4
5.0
3.4
6.5
2.',|
0.3
3.4
0.8
o-4
0.3
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.6
0.1
o-2
.,!jti .,it:i;:;,{:lu:',.:3:2in i:::::iiiilili j::lii::|::i::i:i-i:l:!i;iii:'i i::rr:iririii:iiiiriii:i::::t:ii:..jiil;b=:3
..:::i:rli:::';.jli:jiiii.'00
RELEASES
EXPIRATION OF SENTENCE/
LESS GOOD TIME
PLACED ON PROBATION
PAROLED BY YOA PAROLE BOARD
PAROLED BY DPPP"*
RESENTENCED
RELEASED TO EPA I
RELEASED TO EPA II
DEATH
DEATH.EXECUTED
SHOCK PROB/INCARCERATION
RESTITUTION CENTER
oTHER rrtr
391 2
1923
927
101 7
169
94
0
48
0
329
254
324
518
187
15
146
3
6
1
2
0
57
44
45
4430
2110
942
1163
172
100
1
50
0
386
298
369
44.2
21.1
9.4
11.6
1.7
1.0
0.0
0.5
0.0
3.9
3.0
3.7
,,,,,,:,,,,,,,,,,,,,,:j:j,,li:j,:l ; O 2 4 ,1,,0,i':0:2:lt, .:.::::::::i:.::i:::::i::::::::.jtiii.i:,i:'O brOtAU:.nEUEAS,E$::;:i:::::::iii::::jj::i:.:.::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::i:::::::i;:::::::::: liiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiii:i:::;:::::i6.i.lg.$.7
Figure 6
Distribution of Average Inmate Population By Type of Facility
During FY 1991
Other *(2.l%o)
Institutional Diversionary Programs * (7 .l%o) Pre-ReleaseAVork Center(7.0 7o )
Desi gnated Facilities(2.6 7o )
Minimum(23.87o)
M in im um/lVl ed ium ( 5.7 7o )
Med i um/'lVlaxim um (5 1.7 % )
* A listing of Special Placements is given in Table 5.
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Figure 7
Race and Sex of Inmates Admitted During FY I99l
White Female(37o)
White Male(3TVo)
Non-White Mate(597o)
Non-WhiteFemale(6%o)
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Table 7
Distribution by Committing County and Correctional Region
of Inmates Admitted During FY l99lao
o
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Fil/lMlTTlt'lG@tl.lTY
WHITE MALE NON.WHITE MALE WHITE FEMALE IIONVVFIITE FEMALE TOTAL
M,IIiBER PERCENT It-tvBER PErcENT N'nBER PErcEM NLr\€ER PErcENT ll-liBER PErcENr RANKT
tirFfr LAlfitAlt:i:nffigtlff ::
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35
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65
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1.0
0.9
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2.5
1.8
0.4
0.5
0.5
o.7
6.4
1.C
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2
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6
I
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4
0
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9
2
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3.5
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3
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4
5
6
3
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I
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202
35
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3
1
1
4
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0
6
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I a
4
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0
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2
2
4
4
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2
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0.3
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0.1
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0.3
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8o
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56
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2A7
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2
2
0
1
1
0
6
1
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6
2
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2.9
9.6
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1.0
0.0
o.7
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Thble 7 (continued)
Distribution by Committing County and Correctional Region
of Inmates Admitted During FY 1991
' Ranking is in descending order according to the number ol commitlmenls; lhe counly having the largest number ol total commitments is ranked one.
" The regional percent is lhe sum of lhe counties in the region.
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Figure 8
Inmate Admissions During FY L99L
by Committing County and Correctional Region
COASTAL
REGION
A,PPALACHIA}I
REGION
!'IIDLA}IDS
REGION
E
[ifu-I7l
Iii::!:::ii:il
ffi
ffi
1-50
51 - 100
101 - 250
25t & OVER
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Table 8
Offense Distribution of Inmates Admitted
During FY 1991
' An elaboration ol these olfenses is included in Aooendix B.
" All offenses commilled by inmates are counted; lherelore, b€cause ol multiple oflenses for some inmales,
number of offenses exceeds the lotal number ol inmales.
)FFENSE
]LASSIFICATION'
WHITE MALE NON.WHITE MALE WHITE F E FEMALE TOTAL
!I,\4BER )ERCEM \U\,BER )ErcENT !Lt\iilBER )ErcENT M.ni€ER ]EFCENT !tfutBER PERCENT
DANGEROTJS DRI.JGS
LARCENY
TRAFFIC OFFENSES
FRAUDULENT ACTIVITY
BURGLARY
ASSAULT
STOLEN VEHICLE
FORGERY
ROBBERY
WEAPONOFFENSE
OBSTRUCTII.IG POLICE
FAMILYOFFENSE
OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE
STOLEN PROPERTY
DAtvtAGED PROPERW
HOMICIDE
SEXUAL ASSAULT
PUBLIC PEACE
A@ESSARYTOA FELONY
FLIGHT/ESCAPE
DRUNKENESS
SE( OFFENSES
INVASION-PRIVACY
ARSON
LIOUOR
SMIJGGLING
@MMERCIALIZED SEX
KIDNAPPING
CRIME AGAINST PERSON
HABITUAL OFFENDER
VAGRANCY
GAMBLING
PROPERWCRIME
CONSERVATION
EXTORTION
TAX LAW EVASION
EMBEZZLEMENT
LICENSING VIOLATION
BRIBERY
OBSCENE MATERIAL
PUBLICORDER
670
't178
1 094
749
960
294
306
173
207
105
'| 45
'17 6
109
130
140
118
131
94
53
81
88
75
43
46
22
'1 8
3
13
3
2
0
2
5
5
4
2
0
1
3
2
0
9.2
16.2
15.1
10.3
13.2
4.1
4.2
2.4
2.9
1.4
2.O
2.4
1.5
'l.8
1.9
1.6
1.8
1.3
o.7
1.1
1.2
1.0
0.6
0.6
0.3
o.2
o.0
o.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2546
1 705
1 709
673
1019
773
590
446
540
562
432
303
290
253
202
184
160
149
97
a2
72
70
72
26
13
7
I
11
7
I
o
4
2
0
2
,|
1
2
1
0
2
19.5
1 3.1
13.1
5.2
7.A
5.9
4.5
3.4
4.',|
4.3
3.3
2.3
2.2
1.9
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.1
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.6
o.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
24
10
18
I
7
I
0
c
13
2
I
1
3
3
1
0
1
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
57
92
138
395
26
14
o
7
3
4
6.1
9.9
14.8
42.4
2.8
1.5
1.0
8.2
0.5
o.4
2.6
1.1
1.9
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.0
0.5
1.4
o.2
0.5
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.c
0.1
0.c
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
277
251
44
424
20
59
10
141
't7
q
8
I
I
3
1
4
6
15
30
14
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
I
0
2
1
6
2
1
5
1
2
'l 4
18.5
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2.9
28.3
1.3
3.9
o.7
9.4
1.1
o.6
2.5
1.2
3.2
0.4
'|.0
2.0
o.1
1.9
o.7
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.9
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.9
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
3550
3226
2985
2241
2025
1 140
915
836
769
680
639
507
465
397
364
340
292
277
173
171
167
't 47
132
80
37
27
26
24
13
11
1
7
3
o
4
4
4
4
2
2
15.6
14.2
13.1
9.9
8.9
c.u
4.0
3.7
3.4
3.0
2.8
2.2
2.0
1.7
1.6
{E
1.3
1.2
0.8
0.8
o.7
0.6
0.6
0.4
o.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Figure 9
Offense Distribution of Inmates Admitted
During FY 1991
Dangerous Drugs(167o)
Larceny(l4Vo)
Tralfic Offenses(l37o)
Fr au d ulent Activ ity (10 9o)
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Table 9
Most Serious Offense of Inmates Admitted
During FY 1991
' An elaboration of these olfenses is included in Appendix B.
All oflenses commilled by inmales are counled; therofore, because of mulliple olfenses lor some inmales,
number ol ollenses exceeds the lotal number ol inmates.
)FFENSE
)LASSIFICATION'
WHITE MALE NON.WHITE MALE WHITE FEMALE NON.WHITE FEMALE TOTAL
r.{.nlBER PERCENT MJ\/BER PErcENT NLi/BER PERCENT {.J[,BER PERCENT NUi/BER PERCENT
DANGEROI.,IS DRI.JGS
IRAFFIC OFFENSES
LARCENY
BURGLARY
FRAUDUTENT ACTIVITY
ASSAULT
ROBBERY
STOLEN VEHICLE
FAMILYOFFENSE
FORGERY
HOMICIDE
SEXUAL ASSAULT
OBSTRUCTING POLICE
STOLEN PROPERW
WEAPONOFFENSE
DAMAGED PROPERTY
OBSTRUCTING JIJSTICE
SE(OFFENSES
PUBLIC PEACE
ACCESSARYTOA FELONY
ORUNKENESS
ARSON
INVASION.PRIVACY
FLIGHT/ESCAPE
KIDNAPPING
SMIJGGLING
COI\,IMERO/{LZED SEX
LIOUOR
GAMBLING
HABITUAL OFFENDER
coa{sERVATtotl
TAX LAW EVASION
PrcPERWCRIME
EMBEZZLEMENT
LICENSING VIOLATION
CRIME AGAINST PERSON
BRIBERY
VAGRANCY
OBSCENE MATERIAL
PUBLICORDER
435
803
460
4',t7
230
164
73
152
147
67
10s
98
51
62
26
52
31
53
24
22
46
25
13
12
7
o
3
4
1
0
3
2
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
12.1
22.3
12.8
11.6
6.4
4.6
2.4
4.2
4.1
1.9
2.9
2.7
'1.4
1.7
0.7
1.4
0.9
1.5
o.7
0.6
tn
0.7
0.4
0.3
0.2
o.2
0.1
0.1
0.c
0.c
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.0
0.0
707
766
616
297
430
368
268
263
235
159
128
148
133
113
78
65
35
46
45
30
23
19
22
10
3
2
2
2
4
0
1
2
1
1
0
1
2
o
1
1 25.3
10.s
't1.4
9.2
4.4
6.4
5.5
4.0
3.9
3.5
2.4
1.S
2.2
2.C
't.7
1.2
1.C
0.5
o.7
o.7
o.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
nr
0.c
nf
0.c
0.1
0.c
0.c
0.c
0.0
0.c
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
40
59
43
13
115
I
4
3
I
38
6
0
4
3
2
2
5
1
I
3
3
2
0
0
o
o
I
0
0
0
0
1
al
1
0
0
0
0
10.6
15.7
11 .4
3.5
30.6
2.1
1.1
1.3
2.1
10. 1
1.6
0.0
1.1
0.8
0.5
nt
1.3
0.3
0.3
2.1
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
190
24
135
11
131
43
9
4
12
AF
27
0
11
3
3
4
14
0
11
6
0
5
4
1
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
26.1
3.3
18.5
1.5
18.0
5.9
1.2
0.5
1.6
10.3
3.7
0.0
1.5
0.4
0.4
AE
1.9
0.0
1.5
o.8
0.0
o.7
0.5
0.1
0.0
0.0
AE
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2369
1 593
1 404
1 057
773
645
454
429
430
4t5
297
226
214
201
't 44
136
115
89
82
81
79
56
38
35
17
9
a
o
4
4
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
2
1
1
20.7
13.9
12.3
9.2
6.8
5.6
4.0
3.8
3.8
3.6
2.6
2.C
1.S
1.8
1.3
1.2
1.C
0.8
o.7
o.7
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Figure L0
Most Serious Offense of Inmates Admitted
During FY 1991
Dangerous Drags(2l%o)
Other(37Vo)
Traffic Offenses(147o)
Larceny(l2Vo)
Burglary(9%)
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Table L0
Sentence Length Distribution of Inmates Admitted
During FY 1991
' This average does not include inmates with life, death, and YOA sentences, shock probationers or restitutioners.
SENTENCE LEI.{GTH
WHITE MALE !ON-WHITE MALE WHITE FEMALE NON.WHITE FEN4ALE TOTAL
NUMBER WfuBER NLjfvtBER NUMBER PERCENT NL[/AER-EnvEt\
SHOCK PROBATION
YOA
RESTITUTION
3 MOS. OR LESS
3 MOS.1 DY.1 YR
1 YEAR
1 YR.1 DY.2YRS.
2 YR. 1 DY.3 YRS.
3 YR. 1 DY- 4 YRS.
4 YR. 1 DY- 5 YRS
5 YR. 1 DY.6 YRS.
6 YR. 1 DY- 7YRS.
7 YR. 1 DY- 8 YRS.
8 YR. 1 DY.9 YRS.
9 YR. 1 DY.1O YRS.
1O YR. 1 DY-2O YRS
20 YR. 1 DY-30 YRS.
OVER 30 YRS
LIFE w/lO YR PAROLE ELIGIBILITY.
LIFE W/2O YR PAROLE ELIGIBILITY
LIFE w/3O YR PAROLE ELIGIBILITY
DEATH
41
448
91
188
691
403
369
295
111
234
82
63
64
32
145
195
85
19
11
21
6
5
1.1
12.4
2.5
5.2
19.2
't't.2
10.3
8.2
3.1
6.5
2.3
1.8
1.8
0.9
4.0
5.4
2.4
0.5
0.3
0.6
o.2
0.1
39
989
176
352
't202
568
672
485
226
479
146
124
133
73
254
503
220
34
21
28
5
1
0.6
14.7
2.6
5.2
17.9
8.4
10.0
7.2
3.4
7.1
2.2
1.8
2.4
1.1
3.8
7.5
3.3
0.5
0.3
o.4
0.1
0.c
2
20
21
21
115
43
50
30
15
23
3
6
3
1
I
7
5
0
0
1
1
0.5
5.3
5.6
5.6
30.6
11.4
13.3
8.0
4.0
6.1
0.8
1.6
0.8
0.3
2.4
1.9
1.3
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.3
1
31
21
58
176
91
97
74
18
49
{e
't4
10
4
24
35
10
n
0
2
0
0
0.1
4.3
2.9
8.0
24.2
12.5
13.3
'to.2
2.5
6.7
1.8
1.9
1.4
o.5
ae
4.8
1.4
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
83
1 488
309
619
2't 84
1 105
1 188
884
370
785
244
207
2r 0
110
432
740
320
53
32
52
11
7
o.7
13.0
2.7
5.4
19.1
9.7
10.4
7.7
3.2
6.9
2.1
1.8
1.8
1.0
3.8
6.5
2.8
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.1
0.1
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Sentence Length
Shock Probation
YOA
Restitution
0-3mos
3-12mos
1yr
1-2yrs
2-3yrs
3-4yrs
4-5yrs
5-6yrs
6-7yrs
7-8yrs
8-9yrs
9- 10yrs
10 - 20 yrs
20 - 30 yrs
Over 30 yrs
Life w/10 yr elig
Life w/20 yr elig
Life w/30 yr elig
Death
400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
Number of Inmates
52
Figure 11
Sentence Lengths of Inmates Admitted
During FY 1991
I White
W Non-White
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Table 11
Age distribution of Inmates Admitted During FY L99l
qDMISSION AGE
WHITE MALE NON-WHITE MALE WHITE FEMALE NON.WHITE FEMALE TOTAL
NLA/BER PERCENT NUNiBER )ERCENT NUIVBER PERCENT \UfvBER PERCENT NU[/BER )ERCENT
UNDER 1 7
1 7-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
6(-(O
60-64
65-69
70 OR OVER
1
391
806
796
609
395
252
168
76
61
't7
18
Y
0.0
10.9
22.4
22.'l
16.9
11 .0
7.0
4.7
2.1
1.7
0.5
0.5
0.3
12
831
1737
15't 2
1 169
773
406
164
6t
31
21
7
b
0.2
12.3
25.8
22.5
17 .4
11.5
6.0
2.4
0.9
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.1
0
23
74
95
79
62
21
13
2
3
3
1
0
0.c
6.1
19.7
25.3
21 .A
't 6.5
EA
EE
0.5
0.8
0.8
0.3
0.0
0
42
152
207
163
106
30
13
7
5
1
1
1
0.0
5.8
20.9
28.4
22.4
14.6
4.1
1.8
ln
0.7
0.1
0.1
0.1
13
1 287
2769
261 0
2020
1 336
709
358
146
100
42
27
16
0.1
11.3
24.2
22.8
't7.7
1't .7
6.2
3.1
le
v.Y
o.4
o.2
0.1
I'oTAE ,::,,:t:t:i3 5B 91,,.,i:.:::i:!,it 00,ic i:ililiii5730 {:6n:::t ::l:::i j::i::::::3:7.fiI:::::lt::::::.il 0Oi€ ltltttttttit::T;Z:8 ::::::l.On::rf :::::::::l::1:.43
...::1 00i'0
SPECIAL
GROIJPIT\KAS
17 YEARS
18 AND OVER
21 AND OVER
24 AND UNDER
62 AND OVER
65 AND OVER
68
3530
3064
1 198
34
27
156
6562
558 7
2580
22
13
5
37 1
339
97
2
1
4
724
665
194
3
2
233
11187
9655
4069
61
43
AVEfIAGE .AGE.,!,i'.,;,;,:jj:!l :o:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i::i :::::::i::j::::i:l:i::::t:g:::::::::::::lll::ill:::::::::::::::il
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Age
Under 17
17-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
s5-59
60-64
65-69
70 and Over
Figure 12
of Inmates Admitted During FY 1991
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Table L2
Distribution by Committing Planning Districts
of Inmates Admitted During FY 1991-
PLANNING DISTRICTS'
WHITE MALE NON-WHITE MALE WHITE FEMALE T.ION.WHITE FEMALE TOTAL
NIJ[,Bm OERCENT \ILA'BER
'ERCENT NUN/BER PERCEM TTJMBER PERCENT \ItJIVEER PERCEM
I APPALACHIAN
I I UPPER SAVANNAH
III CATAWBA
IV CENTRAL MIDLANDS
V LOWER SAVANNAH
VI SANTEE-LYNCHES
VII PEE DEE
/iltwAccAilIAw
IX BERK.-CHASN.- DORC.
X LOWCOUNTRY
XI OUTOFSTATE
1 228
21 0
266
385
237
147
321
313
352
100
0
34.1
5.8
7.4
10.7
6.6
5.2
8.9
8.7
9.8
2.8
17 24
468
342
956
576
503
798
374
709
280
0
25.6
7.O
5.1
14.2
8.6
7.5
11 .9
5.6
10.5
4.2
0.0
151
22
35
45
23
18
't9
29
30
4
0
40.2
5.S
9.3
12.4
6.1
4.8
5.1
7.7
8.0
1.1
0.0
248
51
36
103
61
54
7A
45
AE
25
34.1
7.O
4.9
14.1
8.4
7.4
9.6
6.2
4.8
3.4
0.0
33 51
751
679
1 489
897
762
1 208
761
11 26
409
0
29.i
6.€
5.!
13.C
7.t
6.i
10.(
o./
9.t
3.€
0.c
' Counties comprising each planning diskict ar€ listed in Appendix G.
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Figure 13
Committing Planning Districts of Inmates Admitted
During FY 1991
Planning District
Appalachian
Upper Savannah
Catawba
Central Midlands
Lower Savannah
Santee-Lynches
Pee Dee
Waccamaw
B erk. -Chrl stn. -Drchstr.
I.ow Country
Out-of-State
vvvvv
\OoooN.f,
**H
Number of Inmates
56
vv
**C.l
W Non-White
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Thble 13
Distribution by Committing Judicial Circuits of Inmates
Admitted During FY 1991
' Counties comprising each judicial circuit are listed in Appendix H
JUDICIAL
ctRcutT'
WHITE MALE NON-WHITE MALE WHITE 'EMALE NON-WHITE FEMALE TOTAL
MJIMER PERCENT Nluli/Bm PERCENT ITJMBER PERCENT NulvBER PERCENT NtJflBER ,ERCENT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
'1 2
13
14
15
16
OUTOFSTATI
80
199
158
207
190
98
368
224
307
233
21 1
114
627
103
300
180
0
2.2
5.5
4.4
5.8
5.3
2.7
10.2
6.2
8.5
6.5
5.9
3.2
17.4
2.9
8.3
5.0
o.0
286
337
552
348
701
208
496
422
637
179
288
450
1 049
305
269
203
o
4.2
5.0
8.2
5.2
10.4
3.1
7.4
6.3
9.5
2.7
4.3
6.7
15.6
4.5
4.0
3.0
0.0
5
21
14
I
2 a
1
41
25
27
40
18
11
4
28
28
0
1.3
5.6
3.7
2.1
7.7
1.9
1 0.9
6.6
7.2
10.6
4.4
2.9
18.6
1.1
7.4
7.4
o.0
27
38
65
34
a2
20
56
47
28
23
26
36
169
28
28
21
0
3.7
5.2
8.9
4.7
1 1.3
2.7
7.7
6.5
3.8
3.2
3.6
4.9
23.2
3.8
3.8
2.9
0.0
398
595
789
597
1 002
333
961
718
999
475
543
611
1915
440
625
432
0
3.5
5.2
6.9
5.2
8.8
2.9
8.4
o.J
8.7
4.2
4.7
5.3
16.7
3.8
5.5
3.8
0.0
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Figure 14
Committing Judicial Circuits of Inmates Admitted
During FY 1991
Number of Inmates
1400
I White
W Non-White
7'8'9'10'11
Judicial Circuits
16r Out of
State
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Figure 15
Race and Sex of Inmates - As Of June 30, 1-99L
White Female(2%o)
White Male(32%o)
Non-WhiteMale(62Vo)
Non-WhiteFemale(4%o)
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Table 14
Committing County and Correctional Region
SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As of June 30, 1991)
o\
Fi/MITTIIIGCOINTY
WHITE MALE NON-WHITE MALE WHITE FEMALE NOI+WHITE FEMALE TOTAL
BANK'NUi/BER PERCENT NI.A'BER PEBCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENI NLT\,BEF PERCENT
ii;:::::;;:::::::a's:6it :::ir:i:i::::::**rAl t:iiii::,i:i'ii:::::S.{ilI
0.6
2.3
o.7
1.0
1 1.3
1.9
1.4
0.4
0.5
0.6
n6
i:!::!i!:iii:!i:fi?s$
3.3
1.1
o.7
0.3
1.1
1.3
1.0
0.8
1.3
1.2
't.2
3.0
10.1
39
5.8
fto
3.2
t.,Se
i::c
I
25
12
66
7
5
0
1l
13
0
't7
o
13
17
4
1
n
c
2
1
5
2
1
19
4
3
15
b
E
.:!:!:!:ii:i.i.-iii50Ii1 2,7 T
7
4
10
11
10
12
I
18
67
37
2
1
11
2
3
3
t
31
2.I
8
3
e
44
1C
24
5
6
0
5
ti::::i::::iiliilfti$
1.0
3.0
1.6
0.5
14.9
3.1
1.0
o.1
0.4
0.4
0.4
5.9
1.4
3.3
i:i:i:iiii:i:i:i:riilt
4.2
o.7
o.8
0.0
0.7
1.1
0.4
1.4
1.5
1.4
1.6
1.1
2.5
on
4.9
iiiiii:i'iii. f,:{S
98
645
279
136
221 4
346
277
64
197
253
a1
1 160
205
689
ii:i:l:lii:l:l:i:l:rfi i:6!
703
't 58
115
Jd
194
198
141
165
274
172
581
206
428
'| 550
644
$i;!3
0.5
3.5
1.5
0.7
12.0
1.9
1.5
0.3
1.1
1.4
o.4
6.3
1.1
3.7
iiiiii:!:!:!iiiiiigoi:1
3.8
0.9
0.6
o.2
1.1
1.1
0.8
0.9
1.5
0.9
3.1
1.1
2.3
8.4
3.5
4
27
8
:i:i:i:i:i:i:::i:i:t:iiiiiiii !,
41
o
1
3
1
14
18
45
29
2'l
43
36
40
46
30
28
38
35
19
34
11
26
12
3
10
ABBEVILLE
ANDERSO|.I
CIIEROIGE
EDGEFIELD
GREENVILLE
GREEIW\@O
LAURENS
tvlO@RMICK
OCOiIEE
PICKENS
SALUDA
SPARTANBURG
UNION
YORK
trllmilHI$:!:inecigltil:i!:t:i:i:i:ii;ii:
AIKEN
BAMBERG
BARNWELL
CALFIOUN
CHESTER
CI.ARENDON
FAIRFIELD
KERSHAW
LA},ICASTER
LEE
LE(|tlGTOtl
NEWBERRY
ORAI{GEzuRG
RICHLAND
SI IMTtrFI
26
330
171
14
747
93
99
o
128
168
20
429
86
243
iiiiiirrt.ts:st
272
22
2A
6
64
38
25
35
113
23
299
53
OU
309
155
0.4
5.€
2.9
o.2
'12.7
1.6
t-l
o.2
2.2
1-A
0.3
1.5
4.8
i..::;:::::i:iu $loi
4.6
0.4
0.5
0.1
1.1
0.6
0.4
nc
1.9
0.4
5.1
0.9
1.C
5.2
,6
64
268
84
223
166
50
33
69
54
670
100
369
ii:iii::i;if;n?:$
383
127
80
32
124
150
112
95
117
1 291
144
138
251
14',1
347
1159
446
r|,1
6.8
3.4
0.3
18.3
2.4
1.4
0.0
3.1
3.7
nn
4.8
2.5
3.7
itii:i:::ii;i;i;i3:ii?
1.1
0.8
4.2
1.7
4.8
1.1
0.3
0.0
1.4
0.6
0.3
1.4
0.6
0.3
5.1
ao
o
E
\t
Thble 14 (continued)
Distribution by Committing County and Correctional Region
of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As of June 30, 1991)
' Ranking is in descending order according lo number of commilmenls; lhe counly having the largest number of tolal commilmenls is ranked number one.
" The regional percent is the sum ol the counlies in lhe region.
o\
]Ot\rMlTTltlG@LNTY
WHITE MALE NON-WHITE MALE WHITE FEMALE i'IONWHITE FEMALE TOTAL
RANK.NUIAER PERCENT NUi,BER PERCENT NUMBER PErcENT NUMBER PERCENT NI-NiIBER PErcENT
H r-agt t,i:htA.lAIs{:1iii11ii!:
:i:i::::i:r:t$ifil
nl
1.1
1.9
6.3
1.2
0.9
2.3{n
't.6
2.6
0.9
0.3
0.5
0.8
0.9
0.4
iiiiril:i:::;ll:;]i]:iiiiti
:::::::i.i:::l::;i!:P-i{
63
235
115
1131
110
148
244
109
140
561
188
78
352
115
178
128
271
0.5
2.4
1.0
9.9
1.0
1.3
2.1
1.0
1.2
4.9
1.6
o.7
3.1
1.0
1.6
1.1
2.4
ii::ii:i::is1!
'|
4
25
4
2
7
0
3
11
4
0
27
1
2
1
2
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 11
E
12
1
33
5
15
17
5
a
39
12
2
23
14
12
4
24
i
ri:iii:ilii:ii:iiii::iltjii
o.7
1.6
0.'t
4.4
o.7
2.O
2.3
o.7
1.0
5.2
1.6
0.3
3.1
1.9
1.6
0.5
3.3
g;.l
:6*{t1
75
314
230
1 560
192
216
400
173
243
764
258
97
824
158
236
186
321
::::j:::g
i:::::.::ii:ii:i:ig3i:i:I
0.4
1.7
t.z
8.5
1.0
1.2
2.2
0.9
1.3
4.1
1.4
0.5
4.5
0.9
1.3
1.0
1.7
44
1€
24
2
31
2a
13
33
22
b
2o
42
5
36
23
32
15
lit:t4..+:+1!,:F..!i:ri!,!lFj)*!!*!.1:::::::::::::::::::::::::i:
ALLENDALE
BEAUFORT
BERKELEY
C|iARLESTOTI
CHESTEFFIELD
COLLETOf.I
DARLINGTOT.I
DILLON
DORCI-IESTER
H-ORE}{CE
GiEORGETOM.I
HAMPTOT'I
FIORRY
JASPER
MARION
MARLBORO
WILLIAMSBURG
oH-rrAE:F.ralEj::::iii:iiiii:iiiiiii:::::::::iiiii:i:i:r:
7
oo
110
371
73
51
136
59
oe
153
54
17
422
28
44
53
24
o
0.0
0.3
1.1
7.0
1.1
0.6
2.O
0.0
0.8
3.1
1.1
0.0
7.3
0.3
0.6
0.3
0.6
iiiiifr
: ::::,.::::::::::,588t f60,( :j::::::i:t:.+:46€
",,1,O
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Figure 16
Committing Counties and Correctional Regions
of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, L99L)
COASTAL
REGION
APPALACHIA}I
REGION
ITIDLA}IDS
REGION
ET
? :' .':'.':'.'l
? i'.'I .'i... I
li.i.i..:.iJffi
ffi
1-100
101 - 250
25t - 400
401 &. ovER
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Table L5
Type of Offense Distribution
of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, 1991)
' An elaboration of these offensos is included in App€ndix B.
" All otfenses committed by an inmate are counted; therefore, because of multiple offenses for some inmates,
th€ totral number of otfenses exceods the total number of inmates.
f,FFEt\|SE
]LASSIFICATION'
WHITE MALE NON-WHTTE MALE WHITF FFMAI F \ION-WHTTF FFMAI F TOTAI
{,JI,BER {.JMEH \[N'FER UlilElER EEFCENT {JMBER-EFi/EN I
LARCENY
BURGLARY
DAtIGEFIOUS DRUGS
TRAFFIC OFFENSES
ROBBERY
FRAUDULENT ACTV]TY
ASSAULT
HOMICIDE
STO{-EN VEHICLE
FORGERY
SEXUAL ASSAULT
WEAPON OFFENSE
STOLEN PROPERTY
FLIGHT/ESCAPE
OBSTRUCTING POLICE
DAMAGED PFOPERTY
ACCESSARY TO A FELONY
SEX OFFENSES
FAMILY OFFENSE
KIDNAPPING
ARSON
SMUGGLING
OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE
PUBLIC PEACE
INVASION-PRIVACY
DRUT{I(ENESS
LIOI.JOR-UNKNOWN
CRIME AGAINST PERSON
COMMEFICIALIZED SEX
PROPERTY CRIME
EXTORTION
HABTTUAL OFFENDER
BRIBERY
CONSERVATON
OBSCENE MATERIAL
GAMBLING
TAX LAW EVASION
LICENSING VIOLATION
EMBE7Z EMENT
HEALTH/SAFETY
VAGRANCY
PUBLCORDER
3249
2805
1 397
2045
771
1322
955
771
852
648
750
365
274
390
145
255
188
195
121
't23
146
133
96
47
53
19
14
10
2
12
7
1
2
7
7
2
1
2
0
2
0
0
17.9
15.4
7.7
11.2
4.2
T.J
a.z
4.2
4.7
3.6
4.1
2.0
IE
2.1
0.8
'1.4
1.1
o.7
0.7
0.8
0.7
NC
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
40 40
40 55
4928
1 400
2558
1011
2078
1 227
1218
981
650
528
408
549
279
278
11S
156
139
101
'l 02
127
116
49
'|
1
1
3
1
4
1
2
1
0
0
0
2
,|
I
6
14.3
14.4
17.5
5.U
9.1
3.6
7.4
4.4
4.3
3.5
3.5
2.3
1.9
to
1.0
1.0
0.4
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
112
38
85
94
20
638
24
62
5
126
5
7
15
4
23
2
I
5
7
4
11
4
1
1
1
7
'I
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
8.4
2.9
6.4
7.1
1.5
48.1
't.8
4.1
0.4
9.5
NE
0.4
0.5
0.3
1.1
o,2
0.7
0.!
0.!
0.€
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
NE
0.1
0.c
0.c
0.c
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
275
39
417
28
49
338
69
108
13
168
2
15
9
1
1
1
7
I
2
tz
2
7
I
0
1
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
16.6
2.3
25.1
1.7
3.0
20.3
4.2
6.5
0.8
10.1
0.1
0.s
0.5
0.6
2.2
o.4
1.1
0.1
0.7
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.1
0.c
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7676
6 937
6827
3567
339 8
3309
31 26
21 68
2098
1 934
1 738
1 037
816
815
746
545
508
316
298
269
266
241
241
171
115
39
26
24
16
16
't1
I
I
I
7
4
3
2
2
2
2
1
15.56
14.06
13.84
7.23
6.89
6.71
6.34
4.39
4.25
3.92
3.52
2.14
1.65
'I 
.65
1.51
1.10
1.03
0.64
0.6c
0.55
0.54
0.49
0.49
0.35
0.23
0.08
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.03
o.o2
o.o2
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.0 1
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
{ IMFhROF:OFF.FNIFFIS ::::::aEt 7$I
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Figure 17
Offense Distribution of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, 1991)
Larceny(16%o)
Other(42Vo)
Burglary(l4%o)
Dangerous Drugs(l4%o)
Traflic Offenses(77o)
Robbery(77o)
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Table 16
Most Serious Offense Distribution
of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, L991)
OFFEiISE
CLASSIFICATION'
WHITE MALE NON-WHITE MALE WHITE FEMALE NON.WHITE FEMALE TOTAL
MJfvBER PERCENT MJI/BER PERCENT !Ul/Bm )ERCENT NUI\,BER PERCENT Nluil/BER PERCENT
OANGEROUS DRUGS
BURGLARY
LARCENY
HOMICIDE
ROBBERY
ASSAULT
SEXUAL ASSAULT
TRAFFIC OFFENSES
FORGERY
FRAUDULENT ACTVITY
STOLEN VEHICLE
STOLEN PROPERW
KIDNAPPING
FAMILYOFFENSE
SEXOFFENSES
DAA'AGED PROPERW
OBSTRUCTING POLICE
WEAPON OFFENSE
ARSON
ACCESSARYTO A FELONY
OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE
INVASION
PUBLIC PEACE
FLIGHT/ESCAPE
DRUNKENESS
SMUGGLING
HABITUAL OFFENDER
OBSCENE MATERIAL
COMMERCIALIZED SEX
CRIME AGAINST PERSON
BRIBERY
TAX LAW EVASION
CONSERVATION
EMBEZZLEMENT
HEALTH/SAFEry
LIOUOR
GAMBLING
7't 3
1 002
678
676
366
340
525
507
'l'12
189
166
86
90
64
113
56
28
29
48
30
't7
1 o
o
a
6
c
0
3
1
1
1
1
2
0
1
1
0
12.1
17.0
11 .5
11 .5
6.2
5.8
8.9
8.6
1.9
3.2
2.e
1.5
1.5
1.1
1.9
1.0
0.5
0.5
o.8
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.1
o.l
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2770
1642
1 092
1 069
1 326
828
667
365
310
180
313
177
117
114
64
75
94
91
49
58
16
5
t6
13
E
R
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
24.2
14.3
9.5
9.3
11 .6
7.2
5.8
3.2
2.7
1.6
2.7
1.5
1.0
1.0
0.6
o.7
0.8
0.8
0.4
0.5
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3
33
39
64
2
3
4
5
1
0
2
1
6
6
2
3
0
0
1
9
9
5
2
1
4
I
3
5
1
1 o
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
13.6
5.3
9.7
14.5
3.1
4.5
0.8
9.2
10.9
't7.8
0.6
0.8
1.1
1.4
0.3
0.0
0.6
0.3
1.7
1.7
0.6
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
261
18
110
94
23
41
2
a
69
69
q
2
2
6
0
3
6
4
10
5
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
35.3
2.4
14.9
12.7
3.1
5.5
0.3
0.9
9.3
9.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.8
o.0
0.4
0.8
0.5
1.4
o.7
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.0
o.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3793
268 1
1915
1 891
1726
1225
1197
912
530
502
484
268
213
189
't78
134
130
125
113
99
35
25
24
20
10
10
5
4
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
20.6
14.5
10.4
10.2
9.4
o.o
6.5
4.9
2.9
2.7
2.6
l6
1.2
1.0
1.0
o.7
o.7
0.7
0.6
0.5
o.2
0.1
0.1
0. 1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
'An elaboration of these offenses is included in Appendix B.
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Figure L8
Most Serious Offense of Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, L991)
Dangerous Drugs(2t%o)
Other(3S7o)
Burglary(157o)
Robbery(97o)
Larceny(l0Vo)
Homicide(107o)
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Table L7
Sentence Length Distribution
of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, 1991)
' This average does not include inmates with life, death, YOA, Shock lncarceration, or Restitution sentences
SENTENCE LEI{GTH
WHITE MALE NON-WHITE MALE WHITE FEMALE NON-WHITE FEMALE TOTAL
\UMBER PERCENT MJI/BER PERCENT MA4BER PERCENT NUfuBER ]ERCENT Nt-h/BER PERCENT
SHOCK INCARCERATION
RESTITUTION
YOA
3 MOS. OR LESS
3 MOS.1 DAY- 1 YEAR
1 YEAR
1 YR. 1 DAY.2 YEARS
2 YR. 1 DAY.3 YEARS
3 YEAR. 1 DAY- 4 YEAR
4 YR. 1 DAY. 5 YEARS
5 YR. 1 DAY.6 YEARS
6YR.1 DAY- 7YRS.
7 YR. 1 DAY. 8 YEARS
8 YR. 1 DAY- 9 YEARS
9 YR, 1 DAY-10 YEARS
1O YR. 1 DAY.2O YEARS
20 YR. 1 DAY-3O YEARS
OVER 30 YEARS
LIFE W/lO YR PAROLE ELIGIBILIN
LIFE w/2O YR PAROLE ELIGIBILIT\
LIFE w/3O YR PAROLE ELIGIBILIT\
DEATH
45
28
ene
30
169
198
312
377
187
485
226
't 82
205
115
501
1117
642
228
209
276
27
24
0.8
0.5
5.1
0.5
2.9
3.4
5.3
6.4
3.2
8.2
3.8
3.1
3.5
2.O
8.5
19.0
1 0.9
3.9
3.6
4.7
0.5
0.4
135
63
567
50
303
296
581
630
41 2
1071
387
406
465
236
1 054
2344
1 296
442
288
376
43
23
1.2
0.5
4.9
0.4
2.6
2.6
5.1
3.6
9.3
3.4
,tq
4.1
2.',|
9.2
20.4
11.3
3.9
2.5
3.3
0.4
o.2
2
29
16
37
40
22
39
10
10
7
a
20
34
23
3
5
7
5
6
1
1
01
2
1.9
1.4
2.8
0.6
8.1
4.5
10.3
11.1
6.1
10.9
2.8
5.3
1.9
0.8
5.6
9.5
6.4
0.8
1.4
7.2
0.3
0.3
6
41
3S
85
77
41
86
29
34
24
14
42
119
36
1
6
21
3
0
1
1
8 1.1
1.4
z.J
0.8
IE
E?
11.5
10.4
5.5
11.6
3.9
4.6
3.2
1.9
5.7
1 6.1
4.9
0.1
0.8
2.8
0.4
0.0
195
106
897
88
542
549
'| 015
1124
662
1681
652
641
701
368
1617
361 4
1 997
674
508
699
74
48
1.1
0.6
4.9
0.5
2.9
3.0
5.5
6.1
EA
9.1
3.5
3.5
3.8
2.0
8.8
19.6
10.8
3.7
2.8
3.8
0.4
0.3
I a l::::::::::; ::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :::::l ::::::it:l::l::li rtitititiiiii:::;S,5 
€ ::,ij,j:tr,OCi( 73.S +,GO,rt !:l:lii:!I [}45 :i:i:i:.:t:!lif .0.0 i(
{VER.dGE,SENTENDE::LENGTFfr ,,;:;:i:iiii :iiiii:ii, 1,2,:VBSi tflQsi freiivfiS.iiii.3.,t\rOS;,,,,,,1r,,:,::::::7,iVR$iiig,N(DS,j:::::.,:,1 .,.i:,:::,.,7iiVRSi::::s.:.Frc€t...iliiiilii:iiitiii.i.iiyRSl:il:i..iiilMOS]
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Sentence Length
Shock Incarceration
Restitution
YOA
0-3mos
3-12mos
1yr
1-2yrs
2-3yrs
3-4yrs
4-5yrs
5-6yrs
6-7yrs
7-8yrs
8-9yrs
9-10yrs
10 - 20 yrs
20 - 30 yrs
Over 30 yrs
Life w/10 yr elig
Life w/20 yr elig
Life w/30 yr elig
Figure 19
Sentence Lengths of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, 1991)
Death
1000 1500
Number of Inmates
I White
W Non-White
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s00
68
2000
Thble 18
Age Distribution of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, 1991)
CURRENTAGE'
WHITE MALE NON WHITE MALE WHITE FEMALE NON-WHITE FEMALE TOTAL
NLA/BER
'ERCENT NUtvBER PERCENT !U[,BER ]ERCENT NUN/BER PERCENT NU[/BER PERCENT
UNDER 17
17-19
20-24
25-n
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70 OR OVER
233
947
1 332
1 237
858
550
341
174
109
56
32
17
0.0
4.O
1 6.1
22.6
2't.0
14.6
9.3
5.8
3.0
1.9
1.0
0.5
0.3
566
2192
2909
2470
1 694
915
363
170
83
59
17
24
0.1
4.9
1 9.1
25.4
21 .5
14.8
8.0
3.2
1.5
o.7
0.5
0.1
0.2
0
14
39
74
98
60
23
7
a
?
2
1
0.0
3.9
10.9
20.6
27.3
16.7
9.7
6.4
1.9
0.8
0.8
0.6
0.3
0
15
90
219
188
129
51
19
13
10
2
2
1
0.0
2.4
't 2.2
29.6
25.4
17 .5
6.9
2.6
1.8
1.4
0.3
0.3
0.1
6
828
3 268
4534
3993
27 41
1 551
746
364
205
't20
53
43
0.0
4.5
17.7
24.6
21 .6
14.9
4.4
4.0
2.0
1.1
o.7
0.3
o.2
roTAti :i,i:i :,:,:,:5,H S 6 liiriri:iriii::i:l 00,i( ::::::::::{::1.{.68 l:::::::::::::::::1.00:r{ ilaa t nO::f :::::::::::::::::::::::?:3:g l::::.::j:::l:l:l::$ Od ,i,,,:,:,:,j1,,8,4,5,1 ,,,,100i{
JPECIAL
!Ftot lPtMaq
1 7 YEARS
18 AND OVER
21 AND OVER
24 AND UNDER
62 AND OVER
65 AND OVER
16
5870
545 1
1 180
83
49
63
11399
10426
2764
66
41
t
358
338
53
5
3
0
739
705
105
4
3
80
1 8366
1 6920
4102
158
96
qVERAGE::l\GE::::::::::::i::::::::::::
:i :lil:,:,:,i t,.,.,.,.,3,3it:tii:i:!i!i!l!:!:!:!l!::i!:l:!:::':,:l [:e:::::::::::::i:::::::]iir::i:::l:i :::::::::::::::::::::::i::3 2:::::::::::::::l::::::::::::::::::::::
' This distribution reflects the age of inmates as of June 30, 1991
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Age
Under 17
17-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70 and Over
Figure 20
Age of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, 1991)
500 1000 1500 2000 2s00 3000
Number of Inmates
White
Non-White
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Thble L9
Age at Time of Admission
of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, 1991)
AGE
WHITE MALE NON.WHITE MALE WHITE FEMALE NON.WHITE FEMALI TOTAL
NUtvBER PERCENT NUTVBER PERCENT NLAiBER PERCENT NU[/BER ]ERCENT Nu[iBEF PERCENT
UNDER 17
17-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
c5-3Y
60-64
65-69
70 OR OVER
29
527
1 306
1 335
1 034
684
405
239
136
92
44
33
22
0.5
9.0
22.2
22.7
17.6
11 .6
6.9
4.'l
2.3
1.6
o.7
0.6
o.4
60
1218
2987
2763
2057
1 186
606
266
135
81
48
36
z3
0.5
10.6
26.0
24.1
'| 7.9
10.3
5.3
2.3
1.2
o.7
0.4
0.3
o.2
0
22
57
91
76
54
30
18
4
2
3
1
1
0.0
6.1
15.9
25.3
21 .2
15.0
8-4
5.0
1.1
0.6
0.8
0.3
0.3
1
29
123
23'l
166
1t6
34
17
10
e
2
1
0.1
3.9
16.6
31.3
22.5
't5.7
4.6
2.3
1.4
0.8
0.4
0.3
0.1
on
1 796
4473
4420
3333
2040
1 075
540
285
181
98
72
49
0.5
9.7
24.2
24.O
18.1
11.1
5.8
2.9
't.5
1.0
0.5
o.4
0.3
TnTAL 1:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.: ..1 :::::::::::::5 8:n F ::i:::i:::::l.0OiC :,,,,iI11 46€ loo--( 3:BE l::::::::::::::{ Sd: :r ,,i:i'::i:i':':,::i7,$g ltli::::i:i:::::il,.d0i{ :l,,84:5i r,od;,t
SPECIAL
17 YEARS
18 AND OVER
21 AND OVER
24 AND UNDER
62 AND OVER
65 AND OVER
101
5 7s6
505 2
1 862
67
55
232
11 176
956 1
4266
75
61
5
354
328
79
5
2
2
736
692
153
4
3
340
18022
1 5633
6360
151
121
30 ,:,:,:,:,:,::,,,2I ::::g Z::::: :::::::,:::::::::::::::::, 3.9.::::::::::::::::::::::::::i::::::: : ,i,i:i 
.,i i,,,,i,,,,:2'g':;:.,.:;;;;;;;;':
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Age
Under 17
17-79
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70 and Over
Figure 21
Age at Time of Admission
of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, 1991)
s00 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
Number of Inmates
1'
I White
W Non-White
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'hese include designalod facilitiss,
Restitution Centers, and community
Thble 20
Security Level Distribution
of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, 1991)
hospital facilities,authorized absences,
diversionary programs.
A TRUSry
B MEDIUM
C CLOSE
M MAXIMUM
INTAKE
PROTECTIVE
ADMIN SEG.
*l'rDti4NDS::iESio$
AA TRUSTY
A TRUSTY
B MEDIUM
C CLOSE
M MAXIMUM
INTAKE
PROTECTIVE
ADMIN SEG.
tAEFFct9,,,,',,,ii.,i.ii...
AA TRUSTY
A TRUSTY
B MEDIUM
C CLOSE
M MAXIMUM
INTAKE
PROTECTIVE
ADMIN SEG.
A TRUSTY
B MEDIUM
c cLosE
M MAXIMUM
INTAKE
PROTECTIVE
ADMIN SEG.
RESTlTUTIOI{
scDc:iro'.'IAUiii;i;::;i:::.i,:
AA TRUSTY
A TBUSTY
B MEDIUM
C CLOSE
M MAXIMUM
INTAKE
PROTECTIVE
ADMIN SEG.
REST]TUTIOT,I
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states under the Corrections
Figure 22
Security Level of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, 1991)
Security Level
Medium
Minimum
Trusty
Close
Protective
Intake
Restitution
Maximum
Administrative Seg
10 15 20 25 30
Percent of Total Population
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Table 21
Committing Planning Districts
of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, L991)
PLANNING DISTRICTS'
WHITE MALE NON.WHITE MALE WHITE FEMALE NON-WHITE FEMALE TOTAL
NUtvBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUt\iBER )ERCEM NUMBER PERCENT \UtvBER PERCENT
I APPALACHIAN
I I UPPERSAVANNAH
III CATAWBA
IV CENTRAL MIDLANDS
V LOWER SAVANNAH
VI SANTEE.LYNCHES
VI I PEE DEE
/IIIWACCAMAW
IX BERK..CHASN.. DORC.
X LOWCOUNTRY
XI OUTOFSTATE
1 973
262
546
686
395
271
517
500
574
162
0
33.5
4.5
9.3
11 .7
o.I
4.6
8.8
8.5
9.8
2.8
2437
673
734
1 663
1 032
829
1 326
811
1 386
576
I
2't.3
5.9
6.4
1 4.5
9.0
7.2
11 .6
7.1
12.'l
5.0
0.0
144
't4
29
39
25
14
25
33
JZ
4
0
40.1
3.9
8.1
10.9
7.O
3.9
7.O
9.2
8.9
1.1
0.0
194
49
50
90
65
AE
82
59
41
43
1
26.3
6.6
6.8
12.2
8.8
8.8
11.1
8.0
R6
5.8
0.1
47 48
998
1 359
2478
1517
1t79
1 950
1 403
2033
785
2
25.7
5.4
7.4
13.4
8.2
6.4
10.6
7.6
1 1.0
4.3
0.0
fOTALl,,l::r,!::,t:tlti!ltitit:tiilti!:!:t:t,t:t,:,,:,,i:iit:titit:t::::::,i:,:,:,:,:,:, 588€ r00i0. 1 I46t tffi.n 35S it:oo :,1,::l:7:an ::::l:iiii::il:OOi0rl 1:t:*:c
' Counties comprising each planning district are listed in Appendix G.
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Planning District
Appalachian
Upper Savannah
Catawba
Central Midlands
Lower Savannah
Santee-Lynches
Pee Dee
Waccamaw
Berk. -Chrlstn.-Drchstr.
Low Country
Out-of-State
Figure 23
Committing Planning Districts
of Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, 1991)
1000 1500 2000
Number of Inmates
I White
W Non-White
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2500 3000
Table 22
Committing Judicial Circuits
of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As of June 30, L991)
JUDICIAL
ctRcutT'
WHITE MALE NON.WHITE MALE WHITE FEMALE NON-WHITE FEMALE TOTAL
\UMBER )ERCENI NUfvBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUI/BER PERCENT !UI\iBER ]ERCENT
1
2
3
4
5
o
7
8
v
10
11
12
t?
14
15
16
OUT OF STATE
l RO
322
244
320
364
202
601
271
481
458
342
197
916
169
476
368
0
2.7
5.5
4.1
5.4
o-z
3.4
10.2
4.6
8.2
7.8
5.8
3.3
15.6
2.5
8.1
6.3
0.0
519
590
I nnE
587
1 254
376
754
593
1 246
323
472
739
1 360
639
540
470
1
4.5
5.1
8.8
5.1
10.9
ee
o.o
5.2
10.9
2.8
4.1
6.4
11.9
5.6
4.7
4.1
0.0
o
22
11
12
20
6
29
17
29
36
20
13
79
4
31
22
0
6.1
3.1
Q'
5.€
2.2
8.1
4.i
8.1
10.c
5.€
e, l
22.C
1.1
8.€
6.1
0.c
1
25
42
79
31
77
19
56
45
34
25
24
51
ie
48
35
34
1
3.4
5.7
10.7
4.2
10.4
2.6
7.6
6.1
4.6
3.4
3.2
6.9
15.3
6.5
4.7
4.6
0.1
709
976
'1 335
950
171 5
605
1 440
926
1 790
842
858
1 000
2468
860
1 082
894
2
3.8
5.J
5.1
oe
3.3
7.8
5.0
9.7
4.6
4.6
5.4
t 3.4
4.7
5.9
4.8
0.0
rora:t ii:,i,.,t 5,8,8€ 1.00,,0 i i:.46'8 lf.00.,.t .:.::::::::::::: ito l::::l::::i.i:0O: ::ii::::::::::i::73:€ ::::i:::jl::8:lt:5X :1:frn:Jr
' Counties comprising each judicial circuit are listed in Appendix H.
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Number of Inmates
1600
Figure 24
Committing Judicial Circuits
of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, 1991)
7'8' 9'10'11
Judicial Circuits
White
Non-White
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Thble 23
Remaining Time to Serve Before Expiration of Sentence
of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, L991)
' Full impact for statutory, meritorious, and work credits as earned have been included; projections as to credits to be
accrued have not been made in time remaining calculations.
Excludes youthtul offenders, shock incarceration, restitution, and inmates with life and death sentences.
REMAINING TIME
TO SERVE'
WHITE MALE NON.WHITE MALE WHITE FEMALE NON-WHITE FEMALE TOTAL
NUN/BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT \LJIvBm PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUIVBER ]ERCENT
YOA
SHOCK INCARCERATION
RESTITUTION
3 MOS. OR LESS
3 MOS.1 DAY.6 MONTHS
6 MOS. l DAY-g MONTHS.
9 MOS,1 DAY.I YEAR
1 YR. 1 DAY- 2 YEARS
2 YR. 1 DAY- 3 YEARS
3 YR. 1 DAY- 4 YEARS
4 YR. 1 DAY.5 YEARS
5 YR. 1 DAY.6 YEARS
6 YR. 1 DAY- 7 YEARS
7 YR. 1 DAY- 8 YEARS
8 YR, 1 DAY- 9 YEARS
9 YR. 1 DAY-10 YEARS
10 YR. 1 DAY. 15 YEARS
15 YR. 1 DAY.2O YEARS
20 YR, 1 DAY-25 YEARS
25 YR. 1 DAY-30 YEARS
OVER 30 YRS
LIFE/DEATH
303
45
28
609
374
311
264
806
550
420
324
260
194
167
139
112
293
68
37
13
33
536
::i:i:i:i:t.:i..$ti'BS
5.1
0.8
0.5
10.3
6.4
3.J
4.5
13.7
9.3
7.1
4.4
3.3
2.8
2.4
1.9
5.0
1.2
0.6
o.2
0.6
ol
::::::::::|::|:Gd:::o
567
135
63
1 140
703
572
505
1615
1138
872
643
547
447
387
293
181
6t2
180
67
26
45
730
:.i.:l:::l:::i::$frb
4.9
1.2
0.5
9.9
6.1
5.0
4.4
14.1
Y.Y
7.6
5.6
4.8
.:i::::l::ii.i.:Crn.:r6
3.9
3.4
z-o
1.6
5.3
1.6
0.6
o.2
0.4
6.4
7
E
68
40
30
21
40
37
I
11
9
01
1
1
:::::l:l::::l::;ii:$i$B
0
6
9
2
I
1
i
0
0
33
2.8
1.9
1.4
18.9
11.1
8.4
5.8
11.1
10.3
2.2
3.1
2-5
2.8
1.7
2.5
0.6
3.1
0.3
0.3
0.0
0.0
9.2
i::i:;i::ii j ji:ianiin
't7
6
't0
127
69
43
41
125
73
38
42
35
24
2A
13
2
18
2
0
0
1
30
2.3
1.1
't.4
17.2
9.3
5.8
5.5
16.9
9.9
5.1
5.7
4.7
3.2
2.7
1.8
0.3
2.4
o.4
0.0
0.0
0.1
4.1
897
195
106
1944
1 186
956
831
2586
1 798
1 338
1 020
851
675
580
454
297
934
252
105
39
79
1 329
i:;::::i:ii$:l:5:e
4.9
tl
0.6
10.5
6.4
5.2
4.5
1 4.0
9.7
7.3
5.5
4.6
3.7
3.1
2.5
1.6
5.1
1.4
0.6
o.2
o.4
7.2
::::::i:::i::ljiliOoi8
dVFRAGEi,f;rME TO .$ERVgr ,,,i,,,,,i :,i :,,i:,4,,YEAR g S,YEAH$,,:,:,:,:,:,: ,i,,,:,,e,,VRSi :4,,,[iOS,, ,ii,ii,l,:St YHSii,t.,t,,, li,tls j,::,i
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Figure 25
Remaining Time to Serve
of SCDC Total Inmate Population
(As Of June 30, L991)
Remaining Time to Serve
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Table 24
Distribution of Time Served
By SCDC fnmates Released During Fiscal Year L99l
'lnmates released due to conditions such as paid fine,appeal bond, death, shock probation,etc. are not included
in these averages.
TIME SERVED
WHITE MALE NON-WHITE MALL WHITE FEMALE NON.WHITE FEMALE TOTAL
NutvBER )ERCENT !UMBER PERCENT NUN/BER PERCEM NUMBER PERCENT NUIUBER PERCENT
3 MOS. OR LESS
3 MOS. 1 DY.6 MOS.
6 MOS. 1 DY-g MOS.
9 MOS. l DY.1 YEAR
1 YR.1 DY.2 YEARS
2 YR.1 DY- 3 YEARS
3 YR.1 DY- 4 YEARS
4 YR.1 OY.5 YEARS
5 YR.1 DY.6 YEARS
6 YR.1 DY. TYEARS
7 YR. 1 DY- 8 YEARS
8 YR.1 DY.9 YEARS
9 YR. 1 DY-10 YEARS
1O YR. .I DY.15 YEARS
1 5 YR. 1 DY- 20 YEARS
20 YR. 1 DY.3O YEARS
OVER 30 YRS
757
525
418
161
625
3',t 7
168
'| 09
95
45
36
31
30
71
16
5
1
zz-z
15.4
12.3
4.7
18.3
9.3
4.9
3.2
2.8
1.3
11
0.9
0.9
2.'l
AE
0.1
0.0
1182
774
754
282
1 029
529
287
213
164
84
58
41
36
95
44
10
5
2't.2
13.8
{a E
5.0
1 8.4
9.5
5.1
3.8
2.9
1.5
1.0
o.7
0.6
1.7
0.8
0.2
0. 1
115
'fE
48
17
57
26
8
t)
J
.l
0
0
0
0
n
0
0
32.1
21 .O
1 3.4
4.1
15.9
7.3
2.2
1.7
1.4
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
176
{ 2e
84
48
't 12
55
20
7
J
{n
4
2
2
7
2
0
1
26.3
20.c
12.e
16.€
8.3
3.C
1.1
0.5
1.€
0.€
0.:
da
1.1
0.3
0.c
o.2
2230
1 507
1 304
508
1 823
927
483
aeE
267
140
98
74
68
173
62
15
7
22.3
15.0
13.0
5.1
18.2
9.3
4.8
3.3
2.7
1.4
1.0
o.7
o.7
1.7
0.6
0.1
0.1
TAYA ti:iiiiiiitiiitttitttttii, iiiiitiittiiiiiriI V.l:AC :i:irri::::i:i:iiitiiii:r]l:iii:::ii:r:: i4:1.,0 l:,ii:,iiiiiiil,0 0r:( :iiii::i,::,,558,1 :,:,:,:,:,,,i,00,,,0 3,5t 1,00i,( ::::::::::::::::|.:6 6t :,:,:,i,C|O,,0' rf,o,o2,l 1,,00,i0
A\lEflAG E iIilirE.l$E RVEDq...:.:..ii t,t,.:til:.:.Yfli.:,1,t:,,t\rOgiii: 1r:.VFl Nfi3Si I i Yfii.'O il/losl::::iii:::i:::.: :,:.',.,]'jif :::VR.,i MOS if :,iYRr,,,iO,:F;'IOS,jl:li:::':i:
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Figure 26
Distribution of Time Served by
Inmates Released During FY 1991
Time Served
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Table 25
Distribution of Work Credits Earned and Type of Release
of SCDC Inmates Released During FY 1991
' Other releases include inmates discirarged by court order, released on appeal bond, discharged upon paying line or dealh.
" Inmates who did not participate in motivational work programs, and inmates for whom work credils are nol applicable are excluded lrom the
compulalion of these averages.
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0
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Thble 26
Community Program Statistics
Fiscal Year l99l
INMATEFLOWS
30.DAY
PRE.RELEASE
PROGRAM
woRKRELEASE,
EDUCATIONAL RELEASE.
FEDERAL PROGRAMS
EXTENDED
WORK RELEASE
PROGRAM
Particlpants In Program rt
Beglnnlng of Fiscal Year
Admitted Durlng Flscal Year
Total Loss Durlng Flscal Year
Dlsmlssed
Released
Paroled
Transferred
91
2,739
2,667
88
1,661
u8
90
40L
562
424
685
219
342
297
44
94
78
81
Particlpated in Program rt
End of Fiscal Year 163 1,066 264
Source: The Division of Commrmitv Sewices.
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Table 27
Number and Percentage of Inmates Admitted to SCDC
Under the 1975 Armed Robbery Act and
the Life Sentence with 20- and 30-Year Parole Eligibility Acts
sca Years 1976 - L99l
FISCAL
YEAR
TOTAL
ADMS.
INMATES SENTENCED UNDER
ARMED ROBBERY ACT OF 1975
INMATES SENTENCED TO L
WITH 9AROI F FI IGIEII TTY
IFE
oF.
Number
A,{ m I tt..
Percont
of Total
Ar{ ml cela n c
Average
Sahl.hce I rndlhi
20 Years 30 Years
Number
Admltted
Percent
ot Total
Adms.
Number
Admltted
Percent
of Total
Adms.
1 976
1977
I 978
1 979
1 980
1 981
1 982
1 983
1 984
1 985
1 986
I 987
1 988
1 989
1 990
1 991
5,408
5,130
5,150
4,683
5,049
5,511
5,830
5,378
6,209
6,750
7,397
7,952
I,502
10,471
11,095
1 1,433
249
243
214
202
191
236
149
176
174
203
168
229
186
256
183
174
4.6
4.7
4.2
4.3
3.8
4.3
2.6
2.4
2.8
3.0
2.3
2.9
2.2
2.4
1.6
1.5
18 years I month
22 yearc 2 monlhs
19 years 2 monlhs
2l y€ars 1 monlh
22 years
20 years 6 monlhs
2l years 10 monlhs
22 yea[s I months
23 years 3 months
23 years 8 months
20 years I monlhs
25 years 1 monlh
22 yearc 4 monlhs
19 y€ars 7 monlhs
22 yaa6 7 monlhs
22 years 8 monlhs
N/A''
10
46
37
3t
33
53
51
58
52
64
49
55
39
44
52
0.2
0.9
0.8
1.1
0.6
o.9
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.5
N/A"
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
9
21
19
13
1'l
0.1
o.2
0.2
0.'l
0.1
' Excludes life. d€ath and YOA senlencss.
" Not Applicable-Act was not legislated until June 8, 1977.
"'Etfecrive dare Jun€ 3. 1986.
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Table 28
Death Row Statistics
Fiscal Year 1991,
INMATE FLOWS
MALE FEMALE TOTAL
White Non-White White Non-White
Total Number on Death Row
at Beginning of Fiscal Year
Admitted During Fiscal Year
Total Loss During Fiscal Year
Sentence Commut€d
Retried and Released
Resentenced
Death
Executed
Total Number on Death Row
at End of Fiscal Year
22
5
3
0
2
2
0
0
24
23
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
23
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
45
7
4
0
0
2
0
0
48
Average Age 35 Yrs 31 Yrs 42 Yrs 33 Yrs
Average Time Served 5 Yrs. I Mos 6 Yrs. 8 Mos. 7 Mos 6 Yrs
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Table 29
Shock Incarceration Statistics
Fiscal Year l99l
EVALUATION
Court Ordered
SCDC lnititated
MALE FEMALE
TOTAL
MjvEER PERCENT
iiiil::o.oii:I
15.C
85. C
,'ii':,:'::i,:,:'j,:':,i,i'i.':',1::i:iii:i*:7,1:
103
587
13
68
116
655
PARTICIPATION
PLACEMENTS
Court Ordered
SCDC lnititated
RELEASES
PAROLED
Court Ordered
SCDC Inititated
RE[/O/ED
Court Ordered
SCDC Inititated
:::::::::i:::i::::::x:ii::::::iiiili*:+i*
52
420
;ii:;i:i;;i;;ii:iiiiiiXiiiiiiieins
l:is,S:i:o
11.0
89.0
iti:9:gli:9
85.0
13.2
71.8
15.0
1.1
1 3.9
j::ririrjrjriririririri:i::ii:ii::::::::iij;4.O.6 :.i:::ii::::.:::::j:.::::i::i.ii:iii:.ii::i:ji.::,.6.:6
47
359
5
61
:::::i::l:iiiiiiiiil:iiiiiii:ii:iiiii:i2::Z:;5
i::ii:::i::::::::::::::::::::::i::iil::::i:::i;itiis
43
3
40
5
0
5
189
33
156
36
3
33
232
36
196
41
3
38
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Thble 30
Distribution of SCDC Employees
by Race, Sex, and Type of Position
(As Of June 16,l99l)
'Percentages are based on the grand total of 5,944 employees as of June 16,1991.
'*Security Personnel includes all uniformed personnel, i.e: correctional officers, correctional officer
assistant supervisors, correctional officer supervisors, and chief correclional officer supervisors.
TYPE OF POSITION
Whlte Male
Non-Whlte
Male Whlte Female
Non-Whlte
Female TOTAL
Number Perce nt Number Pe rcent Number Pe rce nt Number Percent Number Percent-
Security tr 1 ,O71 1 8.0 1 ,634 27.5 353 5.9 687 1 1.6 3,7 45 63.0
Non-Securlty 782 13.2 365 6.1 669 1 1.3 383 6.4 2,1 99 37.0
SCDC TOTAL 1,853 31.2 1,999 33.6 1,022 17.2 1 ,070 18.0 5,944 100.0
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Figure 27
scDc EmproveAlffiht-;' 
;Xirvpe 
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Table 31
Distribution of SCDC Security Strength by Facility
(As Of June 16, \99I)
FACILITIES
NUIVEER OF
CORRECTIONAL
OFFICERS
lt FHdalTFn
NUMBER OF
CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS
ACTUALLY ASSIGNED
AVERAGE
INMATE
POP. '.'
NUIVIJE}I
OF INMATES
PER AUTHORIZED
CORR. OFFICERII/IALE FEMALE TOTAL
Apini:[CH.lAN,.SbRRE NAE;BEG!6N.......:.'.
Appalachian Regional Office
Blue Bidge Pre-Rel€ase/Vvork Center
Calawba Work Conter
Cross Anchor Correclional Institution
Dutchman Correclional Institution
Givens Youth Correctional C€ntsr
Gresnwood Corrsctional C€nter
Grs€nwood Work Camp
Lsath Correctional Cenl€r
Livosay Work Cenler
Spartanburg Rest Cent€r
McCormick Correctional Inslitution
Northside Corrsctional Cenlgr
Nonhslde Work Camp
Perry Correctional Inslilulion
M!DtxNos..eonFEctipXr-t..egCion.:.:i...::.::.i.i::li:r:.:
Aiken Youlh Corr€ctional Centsr
Broad River Correcllonal Institulion
Byrnes Clinic
Campbell Work Genler
Columbia Rest. Ctr
Csntral Corrsclional lnslitution
Goodman Corroctional lnslitution
Klrkland Correctional lnstilution
Lower Savannah Work Cenler
Lower Savannah work Camp
Manning Corrociional Inslilution
State Park Corrsclional Cont€r
St€venson Correclional Institutlon
Waldon Correctional Inslitution
Watere€ Rivor Corr€ctional Institulion
Watkins Prs-Releas€ Cenl€r
Womsn's Correclional Center
coasialconnEcitonAlRfsioii',,.,.,.,.......
Allendale Correctional lnslllution
Coastal work C€nter
Evans Corr€ctional lnstitution
Lieber Corroctional C€ntor
MacDougall Corrsctional Inslltution
Palmsr Work Csnter
Palmsr Work CamD
73
1
16
15
133
141
17
17
't6
127
10
12
231
41
15
241
'::',.:.......................i..i0.it
61
376
34
zz
12
365
71
305
21
lq
'1 48
106
85
6<
115
2A
138
i:ii::i:.:::::.::i:i.ii:i::i::::::::.{gb
245
'I 6
235
319
76
21
14
i,,,,,c,96
1
11
11
9l
95
16
13
23
9
4
174
34
9
189
:!.:;$:3:g
90
4
25
16
5
279
56
211
15
8
93
48
bU
40
'| 07
24
17
.S.ti
't 66
1C
163
254
55
11
q
t ZtA
c
3
39
44
1
3
U
7q
1
U
48
4
74
I
5
7
78
14
53
5
8
23
tz
I
'I
b
2A
4
114
ii,gq,9
71
4
57
54
16
6
1
3
ttt:i;::t.:..i,iUbb
1
16
14
130
139
17
16
14
98
10
43
263
,l::,::ilt,:::::lil,itq.{ll
oz
359
33
21
357
7A
264
2A
16
116
100
JZ
't 27
28
131
::|:::::::|:::i::::::::$68
237
'1 4
224
308
7'l
18
.{io.
12.1
10.6
4.4
3,7
7.2
5.5
5.4
9.3
4.'l
8.3
3.1
::::.:::l:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.i:::$i!li::;:;i:l:l::l:il.l:ii:::li:
5.0
3.5
1 0.1
3.7
3.6
6.5
2.O
7.4
5.1
3.5
ea
2.1
5.8
4.8
5.1
3.5
:::l::;::::::!:i::::::r::ir::{;:5:l:::::::::::::i::;i:::i;::::
4.3
9.9
4.5
4.0
7.6
,:liliiilt::l::::::'l:i:i,i,:3,itii
193
159
586
5t9
122
93
86
93
49
1 ,093
341
55
882
ii::::r:::i:.?;!r.bl.
303
r ena
11
222
44
1,326
46l
604
r Eq
523
354
180
320
644
143
486
::::::::::::tj'i!t:eP
1 ,055
'| 58
1 ,067
1,267
575
TOfe!.t,t,,:t.,:....ltl:t,t:.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,:,,,.,,,,,,:,,,:,,,,,,,,;:,,,,,,,,,,,,,:,,:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.
:::::::: ? :dJ*'
tltl]:;:t:tlil]i jltl:ltlail,gS tl:t:::t::ii:t:t.tit:ti.it:t:ti:it:!itti:0d .,..,:,.,;,:,',it:,.titi'Ai,50il t,5,s5a iS;s
Source: Division of Personnsl Administration
' S€curily Personnel includes all unilormsd personnel, i.s. Corrsctional Otficers, Correclional Officer Assistant Supervisor,
Correclional Ollic€r Supervisors, and Chief Corrsctional Officsrs.
" This dale ls closest lo the end of the period ol which inlormation for devsloping this lable is availabl€.
"' Fiscal Year Averages (includes Restitution Cenlers and Eyrn€s Clinic)
"" All non-inslilulionalized s€curily not dssignaled above.
NOTE: L€alh Correclional Center and Palmer Work Camo have bs€n authoriz€d security oositions bul ar€ not housino inmates.
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Appendices
A. Statutory Authority of the Department of Corrections
B. Offense Classification
C. Youthful Offender Act
D. Supervised Furlough
E. Earned Work Credit
F. Community Programs
G. Counties Comprising Regional Councils (Planning Districts)
H. Counties Comprising Judicial Circuits
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Appendix A
Statutory Authority
The South Carolina Department of Corrections was created in 1960 (Title24., Code of
Laws of South Carolina 1976, as amended) as an administrative agency of the State government.
The Department was charged to "implement and carry out the policy of the State with respect to its
prison system...and the performance of such other duties and matten as may be delegated to it
pursuant to law."
The State's policy is expressed in Section 24-l-20: "It shall be the policy of this State in
the operation and management of the Department of Corrections !o manage and conduct the
Department in such a manner as will be consistent with the operation of a modern prison system,
and with the view of making the system self-sustaining, and that those convicted of violating the
law and sentenced to a term in the @epartment of Corrections) shall have humane treatment, and
be given opportunity, encouragement and training in the matter of reformation."
Title 24 also provides statutory authority for a Board of Corrections, employment of a
general Commissioner, management and control of the prison system, fiscal and procurement
activities, and such other matters as are essential to the operation of a modern state prison system.
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Appendix B
Offense Classification
Bigamy
Femlly Offenses (cmtinucd)
Assrult Contributing to Delinqumcy of Minor
Aggrevatcd AssaulVAggravated Assault & Battcry
Public Offrs, With orWithoutWepon Fllght/Escepc
Intimidetim RighttoAvoidhosntim
Assault & Beccry With Intqt ro Kill Aiding kiso Escapc
Harbcing Excapcc
Brlbery Escape or Attmptcd Escape
Bdbe Giving,/0ffqing/Reeiving
Cmflict of Inrrot Forgery rnd Counterfeiting
Gntuity Giving/OffcringlReceiving Forgery of Chaks/ID Objets
Kictback Gving/lDffaing/Raeiving Pasing/Disributing Counterfeit Itms
Athletcs ForgcyFreTcxt
Burglary Fraudulent Actlvltles
lstpndld Dcgre Mail Fraud or Othc Swindling
Forciblc Entry to Rcidmce/l{m-Rsidmcc Impcsmatim
Nm-Fociblc Enay o Rsidoccy'l.{cr-Rsidme False Starcnmt
Pcsesim of Burglary Tmls Fnudulmt Use of Crcdir Cards
trnsuf6cimt Funds for Cheks
Commerclellzed Sex Offenses
Keping/Frcquating House of Ill Fame Gambllng
kmmmtfcPrctitutim Bmkmaking
kctition Cerd/Dice Opcration
Possiory'TnnsponetionNon-Registntim of
Compuler Crlmec GmblingDwicy'Gods
Conservetlon Lottery
AnimalsBirds/Fish Spons Tmpaing
Envimmmt Trammitting Wagq Information
Licms Stamp
Animal Fighrirg or Beiting HeeltlVSefety
Misbrmdcd Dru g/FodlCosmetics
Crlner Agrlnst Pcrsons Adulruarcd Drugs/FodlCcmetics
H^tug
Lynching Homlclde
Willful Killing FamilyNon-Family
D.megc to Property Willtul Killing Public Offics
Damagc to Propcrty Negligiblc Manslaughtc flVehicle or Weapon
Dmage ro hoperty with Explcivc lvlanslaughtcr, Vol. or Invol.
Poisoning
Dengerous Drugr Mudc
Distribution$elc/PmcsiorVTreffi cting of:
Hallwinoga Immlgrrtlon
Hmin Illegal Entry
Opion FalrcCitizanship
ccainc smuggling Ahans
Synthctic Narcotics
Marijuane Inveslon of Prlvacy
Amphamine Eavcs&opping Infomatiory'fra
Brrbitmte Diwlge Eavcdrcpping Equipmenr
Lcgod Drugs Opar Saled Comunication
Prcsim of Nrcotic Equipmmt Trupassing or Wircupping
Telephme Huamot
Drunkennesr
Kldnapplng
Electlon Lrwr Kidnapping fc Ranscn
Kidnapping to Sexually Assault
Embezzlernent Hcuge for Escape
Abductim. No Rarom u Assault
Extortlon Hijrcting Aimeft
Blackmil by Thrcatcning:
Injury to Pmor Lrrceny
Damage to kopeny hrscnarching Withot Forcc
Shoplifting
Family Offenses Hosebuking
Neglect or Non-Support Gnnd l:rcmy
Cnrelty Toward ChildAilife PickpcLet
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Appendix B (continued)
Offense Classification
Llcense Vlolation
Conducting Fucrel Withdt Limc
Llquor
Mnufacturc/Selc/Pmcsion of Liquor
Miscellaneous Crimes
Accesory to a Felmy
Crininal Cmspiracy
Unrmoved Cmtains Door
Kcping Child Out of School
Miscmduct in Officc
Pcsssim of Tmls fc Crime
Slander&ibel
Tatooing
Obscene Meterlals
Manuf actue/S aleMaivPossNim
Distributim/Communistion of Obscae Matcrials
Obstructlng Justlce
Psjury
Cmtqnpt of Cowt
Miscmdwt of Judicial Offrcq
Cmtanpt of Congus/l:gislaturc
Parole/kobationrcmditimal
RelqrcViolerior
Failurc to Apper
Obstructing Pollce
Rcisting Officc
Obsuucting Criminal Invatigation
Making Fakc Repon
EvidmeDctmying
Refusing to Aid Oflica
Unauthorizcd Cmmunicstion with kismer
Failrc to Report Crimc
Property Crlmes
Trupassing
Unlawful Usc of Propcrry
Theft of Cabls TV Swicc
Publlc Peace
Engaging in/Inciting Riot
Unlawful Asmbly
Frlsc Firc Alam
Herassing Communicrtim
Deenting Flag
Disorduly Coduct
Dsturbing thc Pacc
Curfew Violetim
Liuering
Robbery
Robbcry With orWithout Wepor
hrnsmtching
Bank Robbcy
Highway Robbcry
Amed Robbery
Accesory to Amcd Robbery
Sex Offense*
Fondling of Child
Homcexual Act
Incct
lndeatExpcw
Bctiality
PepingTm
Seductim
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Sexusl Assault
Rapc, With or Without Wepon
Sodomy
Statutory Rape
Camal Abuse
Buggery
Intmt to Ravish
Criminal Serual Conduct
Snuggllng
Cmtraband
In Prism
To Avoid Paying Duty
Stolen Property
Sale of Stolm Eoperty
Tmsportation of Stolm koperty
Rrceiving/Pcsession of Stolen Propcny
Stolen Vehicle
Theft/Sale./Suipping Stola Vdricle
Raeiving Stolm Vehiclc
Inte6tate TraNportstidr of
Unauthorized Usc of Vdriclc
Aircraft Thefi
Trx Revenue
IncmelSale/Liquor Tax Evasion
Tax Evrsim
Trelllc Offenss
Hit and Ru
Tramporting Dangms Marcrial
Felmy Driving Unda thc Influace
Drivin g Unda Infl umce/Supension
Vegrrncy
Werpon Offenses
Altcring Wapon
Carrying Cmcaled/Prohibited
Taching Usc, Transponing or Using
Incodiary Devico/Explosivcs
FiringAelling Wapon
ThsttoBum/Bmb
Pcssim in Violmt Offmse
Appendix C
Youthful Offender Act
In 1968, the General Assembly enacted legislation, commonly referred to as the "Youthful
Offender Act," to prescribe for the correction and treatment of youthful offenders (Section 24-19-10
through 24-19-L60, Code of Laws of Souttr Carolina 1976.) The following is a summary of the act,
with supplemenlal noles on the administration thereof.
A "youthful offender" is any male or female offender who is at least seventeen but less than
twenty-five years of age at the time of conviction.
Within the Department of Corrections, there is a Youthful Offender Division which through
the end of the fiscal year 1988 carried out three primary functions: presentence investigation services
and recommendations to the sentencing court; institutional services and supervision of youthful
offenders committed to the Departrnent's care; and aftercare services, i.e., parole of youthful offenders
and professional supervision of the parolee. (Ihe Department of Conections has contracted with the
S.C. Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services to perform the presentence, parole and
aftercare services effective July 1, 1988.)
IntheadministrationoftheAct,thecourtsmay releaseayouthfuloffender totheDepartment
prior to sentencing for an observation and evaluation period of not more than 60 days. A thorough
presentence investigation report is made to the court for use in adjudication and sentencing. The report
is a factual and diagnostic case study, which includes a clinical interpretation of the offender's present
attitude, feelings and emotional responses, together with an estimate of his prospects for change.
A youthful offender may be sentenced indefinitely (although the period may not exceed six
years) to the cuslody of the Department. Upon sentencing, the youthful offender undergoes a series
of interviews, a medical evaluation, psychological and educational testing, and is given an orientation
on confinement within the Department. Youthful offenders are sent to minimum or medium security
institutions. Work, education and counseling programs are prescribed, and it is the offender's progress
in suchprograms which ultimatelydecideswhen orif hewillbemoved intopre-releaseworkprograms
and eventually be paroled.
Parole of youthful offenders after they have served a portion of a court sentence is a
conditional release of the offender. He remains under supervision, normally for a minimum of one
year. Parole supervisors are responsible for providing constant, direct professional supervision of the
youthful offender, as well as for organizing and developing the services of volunteers to assist in the
aftercare program. Complains against parolees are investigated and appropriate action taken when
indicated. The Department may revoke an order of parole when the action is deemed necessary, and
return the youthful offender parolee to a correctional institution for further treatrnent. A youthful
offenderis ultimately discharged unconditionally on orbefore six years from the dateofhis conviction.
The Act also provides that if the court finds the youthful offender will not derive benefit from
treatment, the court may sentence the youthful offender under any other applicable penalty provision.
Offenders so sentenced are also placed in the custody of the Department of Corrections.
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Appendix D
Supervised Furlough
South Carolina enacted a Supervised Furlough Program in 198 1, and the General Assembly
modified the program in 1983, 1986, and 1987. Following is a summary of the program as provided
for in Section 24-13-710, S.C. Code of Laws.
The Department of Corrections and the Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon
Services have developed a cooperative agreement for the operation of the Supervised Furlough
Program. The program permits carefully screened and selected inmates who have served the
mandatory minimum sentence as required by law or have not committed any one of certain specified
crimes* to be released on furlough prior to maximum release eligibility under the supervision of the
Department of Probation, Parole and Pardon Services. These inmates have the privilege of residing
in an approved residence and continuing treatrnent, training, or employment in the community until
parole eligibility or expiration of sentence, whichever is earlier.
The statute further provides that to be eligible for the program, an inmate must: (1)
maintain a clear disciplinary record for at least six months prior to consideration; (2) demonstrate
to Department of Corrections officials a general desire to become a law-abiding member of society;
(3) satisfy any other reasonable requirements imposed upon him by the Department; and (4) have an
identifiable need for and willingness to participate in authorized community-based programs and
rehabilitative services.
The Department of Corrections has established certain criteria which must be met by an
otherwise eligible individual: no outstanding holds, wanteds, or detainers; must not have been
removed from participation in a community program within six months of eligibility for supcrviscd
furlough; must not be released directly from a psychiatric unit; must not have escaped or becn
returned from escape within six months of eligibility; must not curently be a participant in the
Extended Work Program; must have a residence in South Carolina verified and approved by the
Department; must not have a pending disciplinary action; must have served at least six months of his
sentence and be within six months of release: and must have served six months free of a formal
disciplinary infraction prior to eligibility date.
When placed in the Supervised Furlough Program, an inmate comes under the supervision
of agents of the Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services who insure the inmate's
compliance with the rules, regulations, and conditions of the program, as well as monitoring the
inmate's employment and participation in prescribed and authorized rehabilitative programs.
r(Criminal sexual conduct in the third degree; or a lewd act upon a child under the age of fourteen; or a violent crime (i.e.
murder, criminal sexual conduct in the first and second degree, assault and battery with intent to kill, kidnapping, voluntary
manslaughter, armed robbery, drug trafficking, arson in rhe first degree, and burglary in the first and second degree).)
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Appendix E
Earned Work Credit Program
The Earned Work Credit Program had its beginning in the Litter Control Program, Act 496,
1978, which substantially rewrote Section 24-13-230, Code of Laws of South Carolina, 19'16.
Cunently, the SCDC Commissioner is authorized to allow a reduction of time served by inmates
assigned to a productive duty assignment, or who are regularly enrolled in academic, technical, or
vocational fraining programs.
The Eamed Work Credit Program is considered a motivational program for inmates to help
reduce their sentences, and is one strategy whereby theDepartmenttries to stabilize inmatepopulation,
reduce overcrowding, and help control capital improvements and operating costs.
The Commissioner has determined the amount of credit to be earned for each duty
classifrcation or enrollment and published SCDC Policy 1700.1, which prescribes the guidelines and
procedures for the management and adminisradon of the program. At the end of the fiscal year,
approximately 260 types of jobs in SCDC institutions were described and approved.
There are four job classification levels; Earned Work Credit is awarded on the basis of these
classihcations and work performed in the assigned job. An inmate must work at least five hours per
day or at least 25 hours per week to be considered "full time" and awarded Earned Work Credits. The
job classification levels are:
I-evel2: One Earned Work Credit for each two days worked.
Level 3: One Earned Work Credit for each three days worked.
Irvel 5: One Earned Work Credit for each five davs worked.
Level 7: One Earned Work Credit for each seven davs worked.
Most of the jobs available to inmates fall into the following broad categories: cafeteria and
food service, construction, driving vehicles, education and library, farm work, industrial jobs in
prison industries, institutional maintenance, printers and photographers, public works projects,
recreation, staff clerical support. Additionally, some inmates are in community placement (work
release, extended work release and supervised fudough) and may be engaged in any one of hundreds
of jobs found in their local community.
There are limitations on the Earned Work Credit Program; some of these are: anyone
serving a life sentence for murder is prohibited from earning credits under the program; educational
credits are not available to any individual convicted of a crime designated as violent in Section 16-
l-60, Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1976; persons sentenced under the Shock Incarceration
Program, Youthful OffenderAct, serving sentencesunder the Interstate Corrections Compact in South
Carolina, and inmates serving sentences for non-suppor/contempt of court are not eligible for EWC;
the maximum annual credit for both work and educational credits is limited to 180 davs.
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The profile of inmates at each job classification level of productive work on June 30, 1991
was as follows:
Level Full Time Part Time No. of Inmates
Two: One day credit for
each two days worked 5,808 3 5,811 (3l.5Vo)
Three: One day credit for
each three days worked 3,974 32 4,006 (2l.7qo)
Five: One day credit for
each five days worked 2,536 73 2,609 (l4.lvo)
Seven: One day credit for
each seven days worked 1,308 139 lA47 (7.87o)
UnassignedA.{ot Earning Credit* 4,5ffi 0 4,560 (24.7Vo)
Total 18,186 247 |SASZ (tcn,jVo)
*Inmates undergoing transfer, rcception and evaluation processing, administrative disciplinary action,
unassigned, or on Death Row.
Earned Work Credits have the effect of reducing the SCDC population level (by reducing
thetimeservedofreleasedinmates)andoperationalcosts. BetweenJulyl,1990,andJune30, 1991,
atotalof 10,021inmateswerereleasedfromSCDC. Of thatnumber,6,709 inmates (67Vo)hadtheir
time served reduced via the productive work provisions of the Litter Control Program.
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Appendix F
Community Programs Defined
30-Day Pre-Release Program
Inmates who complete their sentences or are conditionally paroled, participate in this
progmm. It offers participants a series of pre-release ftaining sessions at the Watkins Pre-Release
Center and the Blue Ridge Community Pre-Release Center. Inmates on the 30-Day Pre-Release
Program do not work in the community.
Community Work and Educational Programs
Inmates participating in the Short-Term Work Program, Regular Work Program, Educa-
tional Program, work in the community during the day and reside in SCDC work centers. These
programs have similar selection criteria but differ in terms of the inmates' remaining time to serve
before eligibility for parole or other forms of release.
Extended Work Program
This program allows the exceptional work program inmate !o continue employment in the
community and reside with an approved community sponsor. Program participans continue to be
responsible to the work center while under direct supervision of local agents of the Department of
Probation, Parole and Pardon Services through a contractual arrangement between the two agencies.
Furlough Program
"AA" custody inmates within the Department are eligible to apply for 72-hour home visit
furloughs four times during fte year: Easter, July 4tl, Labor Day, and Christmas. After an inmate
successfully completes four consecutive 72-hour furloughs, he/she may apply for one 48-hour
furlough per calendar year.
Furloughs may be granted for inmates to attend the funeral of an immediate family member,
visit a critically/terminally ill family member, obtain ouside medical services not otherwise available
within the Department, contact prospective employers, or secure a suitable residence for use upon
release or parole, or participate in educationaVtraining programs, in the community.
Restitution Center Program
This program, operated by the Department in agreement with the South Carolina Depart-
ment of Probation, Parole and Pardon Services, provides a supervised living environment in
community-based Restititution Centers for probationers and parolees while they are gainfully
employed, perform free community service work, pay Court/Parole ordered obligations/other costs
incurred and participate in various educational and rehabilitative programs in accordance to their
individual needs.
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Appendix G
South Carolina's Ten Regional Councils (Planning Districts)
In 1971, local governments throughout the state formed regional councils - sometimes
called planning districts - to act on their behalf. The councils provide a variety of services
requested by their local governments, including grants administration, economic development
assistance, and planning and management assistance. The services vary from region to region,
depending on local needs and priorities. The councils do not pass legislation, enforce laws or
levy taxes. Their goal is to work wittr local governments and public agencies to increase their
efficiency and effectiveness.
Presently, the ten regional councils are composed of the following counties (SCDC
correctional regions are noted for reference purposes.)
SCDC Appalachian Correctional Region
1. Souti Carolina Appalachian Council of Govemments - Anderson, Cherokee,
Greenville, Oconee, Pickens, and Spartanburg.
2, Upper Savannah Council of Governments - Abbeville, Edgefield, Greenwood,
Laurens, McCormick, and Saluda
3. Catawba Regional Planning Council - Chester, Lancaster, York, and Union.
(Chester and l,ancaster counties are in the SCDC Midlands Correctional Region.)
SCDC Midlands Region
4. Central Midlands Regional Planning Council - Fairfield, Lexington, Newberry, and
Richland.
5. Lower Savannah Council of Governments - Aiken, Allendale, Bamberg, Barnwell,
Calhoun, and Orangeburg. (Allendale County is in the SCDC Coastal Correctional
Region.)
6. Santee-Lynches Council for Governments - Clarendon, Kershaw, Lee, and Sumter.
SCDC Coastal Correctional Region
7. Pee Dee Regional Council of Govemments - Chesterfield, Darlington, Dillon,
Florence, Marion, and Marlboro.
8. Waccamaw Regional Planning and Development Council - Georgetown, Horry,
and Williamsburg.
9. Berkeley - Charleston - Dorchester Council of Governments - Berkeley, Charleston,
and Dorchester.
10. Lowcountry Council of Govemments - Beaufort, Colleton, Hampton, and Jasper.
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Appendix H
Counties Comprising South Carolina Judicial Circuits
The General Assembly has divided the state into sixteen j udicial circuits, and prescribed that
one judge shall be elected from the first, second, sixth, twelfth, fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth
circuits, and two judges shall be elected from each of the others. These judges are elected by the
General Assembly for a term of six years, as are six additional circuit judges without regard to county
or circuit of residence. The Circuit Court is a general trial court with original jurisdiction in civil and
criminal cases. Currently, the sixteen judicial circuits are composed of the following counties:
l: Calhoun...Dorchester...Orangeburg
2: Aiken...Bamberg...Bamwell
3: Clarendon...Lee...Sumter...Williamsburg
4 : Chesterfield...Darlingon...Dillon...Marlboro
5: Kershaw...Richland
6: Chester...Fairfield...Lancaster
7: Cherokee...Spartanburg
8: Abbeville...Greenwood...Laurens...Newberrv
9: Charleston...Berkeley
10: Anderson...Oconee
I I : Edgefield...Lexington...McCormick...Saluda
l2: Florence...Marion
13: Greenville...Pickens
| 4: Allendale...Beaufort...Colleton...Hampton...Jasper
l5: Georgetown...Horry
16: Union...York
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